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Preface
Construction management is a complex field and the literature related

to it is broad. Much of that material is highly technical; some of it is

general and some of it is related to the training of the entry-level

building tradesman. As we reviewed the development of a new program
which would train building tradesmen in the areas of new construction

and the renovation and preservation of older buildings, we found a need
for an outline for the construction management area. From that need we
developed this mini-text.

The purpose of this mini-text is to serve as an outline to guide the

beginning student to an understanding of construction management. It

is not meant to make a construction manager of the tradesman, but

rather, to orient him to the idea of construction management. We felt

that with an understanding of management the developing tradesman

would be better able to communicate with management and would
allow for development of the tradesman in all aspects of the construc-

tion industry.

Some of the material used in this mini-text was adapted from the

Rehabilitation and Preservation Inspectors' Manual by the Southern

Building Code Congress International.

The project was funded by the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation.

Their generous support and gracious understanding of the complex and
time-consuming nature of an in-house project has carried us over many
trying times. The project was conceived by John Crumpton, former

President of Durham Technical Institute, and further supported by Phail

Wynn, Jr., current President. The type setting was by Randy Bass, and
the cover design by Lowell Allen. To those people we extend our

sincere thanks.

John N. Fugelso

Durham Claudia Huey Hughes
September 1982 Donald Hughes
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1:Chapter

Introduction
Every historic restoration project is in essence a construction project.

The needs and requirements of an historic project may be different from

new construction, but the mechanisms utilized to complete each are

similar. Construction is the work process and construction management
is the daily and overall project supervision.

Historic restoration work presents many kinds of specialized problems

for the owner, the planner, the management, and the construction work
force. It is important to find a balance between preservation re-

quirements and the demand for efficient management and high quality

workmanship. Completion of a restoration project depends upon
translation of preservation objectives into construction realities, blen-

ding often diverse and unrelated elements, interests, work requirements

and knowledge. No one professional area has every answer.

Management of restoration requires sensitive communication bet-

ween different kinds of people with diverse skills. Construction manage-

ment can provide an avenue of communication through which members
of the restoration team (tradespersons, archeologists, historians, ar-

chitects, owners and construction foremen) can communicate. People

from different backgrounds often do not speak the same language and
generally do not see problems the same way. It is imperative to the suc-

cess of the project that the team members hear and respect the opinions

of other members and that all understand the goal of the project. Nearly

every restoration project will have some new elements, and every per-

son involved can learn from these elements and from other workers in

the process.

The Owner
The owner is the member of the group who will set management ob-

jectives for the project. He furnishes the money to complete the restora-

tion. Generally the owner's funds will come from cash on hand, the

gains from a previous property sale, mortgage loan, grant, or public



revenues. The owner may be a homeowner, public agency or non-profit

group. It is important to the management process to know the financial

capability of the owner. A good relationship with the owner is essential

to being able to make routine decisions about the job in progress.

Consulting Construction Professional
Each project could have a consulting professional: architect, engineer,

restoration specialist, consulting contractor, or trades professional.

Depend-ing upon the project any of those persons could be charged

with the overall project management. He would work within his own
professional area, other areas being covered through a subcontract rela-

tionship with consultants.

The role of each professional should be clearly established at the

begin-ning of the project to avoid conflicts and establish a smooth
operating system.

The Contractor
The project may or may not have a contractor. Any preservation pro-

ject can be done by a variety of professionals: a contractor, construction

manager, managing architect, or senior trades worker. A major dif-

ference between these professional relationships is the contractual title

and the final responsibility for financial mistakes.

The contractor is one who agrees to manage the completion of the

construction work handling all materials, labor, subcontractors and

other aspects for a fixed dollar sum. It is assumed that the contractor is

making a profit and that the benefits of cost savings are passed in his

direction. Some contractors work on a "cost-plus" arrangement, in

which the overall cost of the construction project varies with the total

cost of each element. In cost-plus jobs a total would be derived by ad-

ding the cost of all the materials, workers' time, equipment expenses,

job overhead costs, and supervision. Added to this would be either a fix-

ed fee or a percentage of the total costs. This method could be costly to

the owner because there is no incentive to hold down costs. Also, a con-

tractor may not be a builder, but rather a business manager, and thus

may lack the skills to do the most demanding work.

Trades Workers
Every construction project is actually completed by trades workers.

They may be full time employees of the contractor, or workers who
constantly change employers as construction companies change, or

employees of a subcontract labor firm.



These workers would include carpenters, masons, electricians,

plumbers, plasterers, cabinet makers, tile setters, sheet metal

mechanics, roofers, painters, carpet and floor covering installers, and

floor refinishers. Each will perform his or her skills at a level in line with

job experience and manual skills. Some advance to become trades super-

visors or project superintendents. Some older workers even cease to do

on-the-job work, concentrating on supervision entirely.

Mechanical and technical skills in the building trades are not dying out

but are adapting to the requirements of changing technology and new
product development. The skills learned and practiced by members of a

trade exist in direct relation to the demand for them. Demand for

preservation/restoration skills is causing an increase in the number of

tradesmen working and training in preservation/restoration. Today, if an

owner knows what he wants, he can find a skilled tradesman to do it.

Material Suppliers
Most material suppliers who will furnish lumber, brick, and other per-

manent materials to the job will be local businesses. These kinds of

business are generally family-owned firms or large corporate chains.

Since the work requires a lot of operating cash, wealthy individuals or

investment companies often raise money for the materials suppliers to

purchase, store, and deliver to each job site just what is needed. For

some jobs, the suppliers will keep account of the costs of materials as an

aid to bookkeeping. Each materials supplier will have a compound in

which to store bulk quantities of lumber, masonry, finish materials, and

at times concrete, sand, and gravel. Suppliers also will have a warehouse
in which to store many smaller items of hardware and other building

needs. Generally the building materials suppliers will send sales

representatives to the owner's place of business on a regular basis to

take the order. For all but the smallest purchases, the suppliers will

deliver the materials needed directly to the job site that day. The sup-

plier can also offer invaluable assistance with ordering, cost estimating,

materials estimating, delivery, and other on-the-job concerns.

Preservation/restoration projects present special problems in location

of replacement hardware or materials. Yet with time, common sense,

and money anything can be found. Often those products can be located

by searching the yellow pages and asking about custom work or

salvaged materials.

Subcontractors
Subcontractors fall into two categories: licensed and unlicensed.

Licensed subcontractors include plumbers, electricians, and heating and



air conditioning specialists. Unlicensed fields include carpentry,

masonry, roofing, painting, heavy equipment, and septic tank services.

Each of these involves a small business, usually owned by one trade

specialist. Often trade subcontract work is contracted on a piece work
basis,- for example, the cost of brick laying is calculated per brick. The
masonry contractor is paid for the total amount of work done, and the

workers are paid by him.

Licensed subcontractors tend to operate more stable businesses. Firms

which work in the mechanical trades must show financial stability to

the licensing boards in order to stay in business. The result is that

business relations in general will be better with licensed than unlicensed

trade subcontractors.

Inspectors
Every town or municipal area generally employs a staff of professional

inspectors to monitor the quality of construction. There are inspectors

for general building, electrical, plumbing, heating, and sometimes other

specialty trades. Any building project is subject to observation and

limited control by one or more inspectors. These civil servants are charg-

ed with insuring that all buildings which are built conform to a set of

standards. The purpose of the law is to protect the public, although an

individual may have a different idea of protection than stated by law. In

working with historic structures, there must be a sensitive interpreta-

tion of the building code and solutions which compromise neither the

code nor the historic property. The enforcement and interpretation of

building codes through inspection is a very local matter.

Through the life of a construction project the building inspector is in-

volved, first approving a building permit, then by making regular inspec-

tion, and finally by issuing an occupancy permit. The electrical inspector

will judge the entire electrical system including incoming service, main

switch panels, wiring, and user devices. The plumbing inspector will in-

sure that there are no leaks in water supply pipes and in drain pipes, and

will look for design problems in the vent or drain system. The heating

inspector will evaluate the main heating plant, all ductwork, and con-

trols.

Each must give approval before the general building inspector will

issue the occupancy permit. Inspectors can benefit the restoration pro-

ject by offering professional advice; however, an uncooperative inspec-

tor can stall the work without good reason. It is very important to have

a good working relationship with all of the inspectors, as they do make a

valuable contribution to the public good.



The Building Code
Most cities and states have a building code. This is a set of ordinances

and laws which pertain to the construction of buildings. The building

code is actually a technical guide for the builder to follow. This provides

only a minimum standard. Many better builders will exceed the code

routinely; others will try for minimal compliance. The code is actually

law and can stimulate legal action againist one whose building does not

meet the minimum. A code is very effective in insuring that the public

will be treated fairly only when it is supported by a well managed

system of inspections. Building codes throughout the country are very

similar in general; however, there are regional and state differences

which reflect the use of local materials, different climates, and geologic

conditions. For example, buildings in California must withstand earth-

quakes. In general, there is agreement as to specific standards of

materials loading and protection. However, there is no national building

code, as for other trades, such as electrical installation. Other codes

which are enforced are the electrical code, plumbing code, heating code,

sanitation code, and fire code. The building codes are one of the

mechanisms by which society controls change and protects people from

hazards.

Stabilization
Stabilization is a preliminary process, a holding effort to allow time for

decision making and fund raising. The objective is to close in and cover a

structure which is in danger of total deterioration. This will include

covering holes in the roof, checking gutters, boarding up windows,
removing hazards, and performing preliminary evaluations. What is re-

quired is security for the premises rather than any sort of meaningful

repair or restoration. Effective stabilization will conserve the building

while allowing time for careful planning and fund raising.

Restoration
Restoration involves the process of returning a structure to its ap-

pearance at a chosen point in time. The objective is to interpret a period

of history as accurately as possible. Every effort is made to retain the

historic fabric of the building. For the planners, the aim is to make deter-

minations as to style, material, and appropriate use. For the restoration

work crew, the object is to replace or repair elements, using like

materials if possible, in such a way that the finished project resembles

the original, except for natural aging and required modernization. The
restoration process must find a way to compromise between historic

needs and reality today, and yet not sacrifice historical accuracy.



Reconstruction
In a rebuilding process the objective is to construct, using new

materials, a replica of the original structure or a part of it. A new building

is built based upon historical information. Rebuilding could be done on
the original site, or elsewhere. If on the original, it is important to keep
archeological concerns in mind, being sure not to disturb valuable infor-

mation in the construction process.

Repair
The objective of repair is to maintain a structure or make it usable

again by fixing or replacing damaged parts and materials. This may be

done without paying particular attention to historic fabric, or it may be a

more careful process attempting to conserve the original material.

Repair is a functional solution to a material need. The emphasis in repair

is upon efficient work, neat workmanship, and conservation (saving) of

original building fabric.

Adaptive Reuse
Adaptive reuse is the repair and rehabilitation of an older building

while retaining the best of the past. The objective is to preserve as much
of the historic fabric as possible and make the building serve a use other

than the original.



Chapter 4L%

The Legal and
Contractual Aspects of

a Preservation Project

The Subcontractor
Subcontracting is the process of dividing the prime contract into

smaller segments. The division of the contract is based upon such things

as trade skills, licensing, and labor skill availability. A subcontract is in

itself a valid contractual relationship and is usually made between the

general contractor and the subcontractor. In other cases, the agreement

will be between the owner and the subcontractor directly and is a

separate, coordinated contract for service such as plumbing or heating.

Usually the factor determining subcontract basis is whether the work
and management for that work is done by the general contractor's own
employees, or by a separate company or firm and its employees.

Occasionally there is a misconception about liability in subcontracting.

Basically limitations on liability are few. The general contractor is still

responsible for the work of the "sub." If the work is inadequate or in-

complete, the "general" will ultimately be responsible. The subcontrac-

tor is under the same requirements to obtain insurance, maintain safety

procedures, and perform other routine services, including computing tax

withholding for the workers. At times it is more efficient to subcontract

work in order to cut down on the management workload of the

"general".

The Contract
It would be foolhardy to undertake any major construction project

without a written contract. The contract provides a basis for financial

understanding. It is a definitive statement of terms between the parties,



and the operating instrument throughout the life of the project. Con-

tracts can have many forms, and allow for the provision of services in

numerous ways. A simple statement of agreement will often be suffi-

cient; however, it is the specific terms and conditions which will deter-

mine the final course of events.

In a business relationship, the contract is the set of rules. It is a state-

ment of expectation from both parties (a party may be one person or

several, a corporation, or a partnership). In court it may become a key

factor in judicial decision.

The importance of a good contract, made with competent legal

assistance, and a clear line of communication between the parties, can-

not be overstated. Many government agencies such as the American In-

stitute of Architects, Small Business Administration andthe National

Home Builders Association can provide contract forms and other types

of forms including invoices. However, if there is any doubt regarding a

complete project, an attorney should be consulted.

Kinds of Contracts
Fixed Sum—In a fixed sum contract, the contractor states a sum for

which he will provide all materials, labor, equipment, management, and
profit for specified work. A fixed sum contract is not reasonable unless

there is a clear set of specifications, plans, and other information. It

works best in new construction; however, the regulations of many
government-related programs require a fixed sum so it is used often in

restoration projects. The actual profit will depend upon the total con-

struction expenditures, and it is possible for the contractor to spend

more than is received and thus lose money. A profit is made when total

net costs are less than the contract amount.

Cost Plus a Percentage—When the net cost of construction is

uncertain, as will often happen in preservation, the agreement can be

constructed so that all of the project expenses are paid by the owner,

and the contractor is paid an additional fee equal to a percentage (usu-

ally 5% to 25%) of the total net cost. No matter what the cost of work,

the contractor will be paid a profit, and as the cost spirals, the profits

will increase. This method has little incentive for cost control, waste

prevention, and other economics. While there may be some good
reasons for engaging in this routine, there are many against it. The
owner has little or no protection, and the contractor stands to gain

unreasonably, without motivation to save the owner's dollars.

Cost Plus A Fixed Fee—A good alternative to cost plus a percen-

tage is to base payment on cost of construction (net cost) plus a fixed

fee, usually established in advance and based upon a construction cost



which seems reasonable. In this case, the contractor runs some risk of

having an overall lower percentage of profit, but the amount of it is

predetermined and fixed. The risk to both parties is lessened somewhat,

especially in terms of a general improvement in goodwill and relations

between the parties. When cost is indeterminate, this contract method
is preferable to cost plus a percentage.

Contract Compliance
The owner and contractor will need to agree at the end of the project

that the work has been satisfactorily completed and thatproper pay-

ment has been made. Each party should keep a record of payments and

amounts due. The contract should state the terms for payments.

Evaluation of work completion is complex. For review at the time of

payment each party should maintain a list of tasks to be completed. The
owner has the right to expect work to be done in a certain way;

however, unless this has been stated in a contract prior to beginning the

job.it is difficult to enforce. The contractor can argue that his work has

been done in keeping with trade skills and practice common to the area,

even though the owner may have had some other expectation. For in-

stance, the two may have a contract for carpentry finish work without
painting. The contractor may leave all nail holes exposed, counting on
the painter to do this. The owner may expect the holes to be filled by
the carpentry crew. Unless this term is specified in the initial contract,

the parties have a higher potential for conflict.

Contract compliance is a meeting of expectations, but it is only effec-

tive to the extent that expectations from both sides have been clearly

stated and agreed upon in advance.

Liability
Every business agreement involves liability, and dealing with construc-

tion work the prospects for liability claims increase. There are several

types of liability:

Worker accident—Unless the contractor is insured to protect

workers on the job, claims for damage and compensation in the event of

an accident can pass along to the owner. If a subcontractor is uninsured,

the liability passes to the general contractor.

Accident and general peril—Every job has the potential for in-

jury, accident, and loss of life. Again, unless the contractor is insured to

protect the public, the owner, and himself, the potential for trouble is

high.

Completed operations—After a job is finished, the contractor



and the owner carry some risk of injury to the public by something

which was poorly done or is incomplete.

Tools and equipment—All tools, equipment, and vehicles should

be inspected regularly to insure safe operation, and it is desirable to have
insurance to protect against losses and damage.

Responsibility for payment—When a contractor is paid for

work completed he should then pay all bills which have resulted from

the work. If the bills are unpaid, materials suppliers and subcontractors

can make claims against the property owner, even though the contrac-

tor has been paid. It is the responsibility of the contractor to make these

payments, and generally a contractor who fails to have a good payment
record will not be granted credit for materials, and will be unable to ob-

tain future jobs. The individual project owner is ultimately responsible

for payment in the event of default for whatever reason.

Payment Procedures
One good way to protect the interests in managing the project and

paying bills promptly is to establish a formal method of payment and a

schedule. The terms should be clearly spelled out in the contract, and
good records kept of all transactions. Several mechanisms are frequently

used to insure proper payments.

Advances—In some cases the contractor may need, and the owner
may be willing to provide, a cash advance at the beginning of the pro-

ject. Generally this money is for expenses only, and the contractor is ex-

pected not to draw from this for personal needs. It is, in effect, the

working capital for the project and should be protected as such.

Draws—Based upon mutual agreement, the contractor can receive a

draw or payment at several intervals throughout the project. This could

be handled on a time basis, such as weekly to pay workers, or monthly

to pay material suppliers. The amount can be spelled out in the contract,

or it can be based upon the percentage of completion as mutually deter-

mined by both parties. This draw will reflect largely the cost of construc-

tion,- however, the contractor is entitled to a share of the projected pro-

fit as the work progresses.

Holding Back—One mechanism which can be used to protect the

owner is that of establishing a sum which will be held back until final

completion. This is based upon the assumption that the owner stands to

lose more than the contractor. The work must all be completed to the

satisfaction of the owner before full payment is made. The retained sum
is held to pay for errors, incomplete work, or damage liability.

10



Non-Payment—When the owner withholds payment of a draw or

final payment, the contractor is often running low on funds and coun-

ting on the money to continue operations. There are many cir-

cumstances which can cause non-payment. The owner may be financing

the construction out of long-term securities, and the securities have not

yet matured; or funds may come from out of town, and there are delays

in the mail. On the other hand, the owner may be of the opinion that

the work was not done correctly or is incomplete, or that there are bills

which the contractor has left unpaid. For reasons of this sort, the con-

tractor can expect to have to please the owner in order to be paid. There

is little legal remedy except an ordinary civil lawsuit, which can be very

costly and lengthy. These kinds of situations are usually tense, and the

parties may wish to consider outside arbitration to settle their dispute.

Final Payment and Closing of Accounts—The proper place for

holding back and brief non-payment is with the final payment. This is

the point when the owner makes a last inspection, the contractor

demonstrates the completion and the status of bills for the account, and

a final payment is made. This signifies the end of a project and frees the

contractor from further responsibility except for warranty work. It

should be clear what the completion point is and who is responsible for

such things as clean-up, equipment removal, and sub-contract comple-

tion. In making payment, the owner is approving the work and taking

possession of the completed property. If it appears as though some bills

remain unpaid, the owner can protect his interest by making payment
directly to the supplier, or to both parties jointly (contractor and sup-

plier).

Lien Laws
Lien laws are state statutes ensuring payment to the contractor, sub-

contractor, or supplier for goods or services provided. For example, if a

contractor restores the porch of a pre-civil war home and the owner
refuses to pay, the contractor's recourse in law is to impose a mechanics'

lien on the real property. The stop notice is a similar recourse. These ac-

tions are based on the premise that any worker who has improved real

property has a legal claim. The areas of lien laws, and stop notices are

complex, technical, and involved:

Mechanics Liens—A mechanics lien is a claim made by a contractor,

trades worker, subcontractor, or supplier against the real property, with
the value of the deed as security. It is filed with the clerk of court in the

local county. Within a limited period of time (180 days) the lien filer

must take the case to court through the usual channels, and the case

must be won or lost on its own merits. The function of the lien is to

11



reserve a claim to the title through the courts. Consultation with an at-

torney is very important.

Lien Waivers—An owner or a institution lending money to the

owner can require the completion and presentation of lien waivers.

These short documents are a statement by the trades worker, supplier,

or subcontractor that certify payment has been made. When correctly

worded, they carry weight in court and are usually proof of payment. A
cautious owner will want to insure that no bills will come due. A
cautious contractor will want to insure that there will be no question of

unpaid bills. Preparing lien waivers and collecting them with appropriate

signatures is good financial insurance for any project.

Stop Notice—Stop notice puts a hold on construction funds in the
hands of the owner or lender. It may be filed on private or public work.
A preliminary notice is usually required before notice is filed. When a
stop notice is received, enough money to cover the claim must be
withheld from payment to the contractor.

Bankers, Architects, and Attorneys—Anyone involved in con-

struction management must realize that often the person with whom he
is actually dealing is not the owner himself but rather an architect, an at-

torney, or a banker. Architects prepare plans and specifications, make in-

spections, monitor construction quality, assure design compliance, and
supervise the project. An attorney may be handling legal matters for the

owner and arranges and supervises loans, and determines the basis for

payment. Bankers make disbursements for clients. All of these profes-

sions represent the owner to the contractor. It is important to unders-

tand the perspective of these parties and to remember that they speak

to protect the interest of their client.

Protective Mechanisms—Bonds are a form of guarantee which the

contractor provides the owner. By paying a fee, the contractor purchases

an insurance-like mechanism which will cover losses in the event of

financial failure. This protection, which an owner or architect can re-

quire, is one-sided in favor of the owner. The owner is asking the con-

tractor to go beyond the contract by adding cash bond (performance

bond) to the strength of the contract to insure completion of the work.

The contractor has almost no mechanism available to add the same ad-

ditional legal leverage to his side of the agreement. One possible way to

do this would be to have the owner escrow funds with an attorney, but

it is rarely done.

It is customary in the construction business for the contractor to offer

a guarantee of the workmanship in a project. It can take many forms, but

is usually a general assurance that the work will not reflect defects in

12



materials or workmanship for the guarantee period. This normally is a

one-year general contract; however, many items will have extended

warranty coverage. These include: heating systems, light fixtures, plum-

bing fixtures, or shingles siding and other hardware items. Lumber and

stock materials are often not guaranteed by the seller (lumber yard) as

these materials are usually produced by a national brand manufacturer.

Roofing work can be specified to have a warranty or bonding period. In

most cases this is a bond offered by approved roofing contractors backed

by the manufacturers or roofing products. In some cases the roofing

guarantee may be for a short period backed only by the word of the

roofer, and not in writing.

Naturally in some preservation work, conditions will exist which can-

not be guaranteed against further damage. The owner should not expect

a contractor to offer a guarantee when the contractor was not allowed

to do a "complete" job. The deterioration of houses is an aging process.

Much of what is done as repair cannot be guaranteed; it is simply a part

of necessary cyclical maintenance. If there is an agreement which pro-

vides for a contractor's guarantee, the owner should notify the contrac-

tor as soon as a problem is noticed in order to keep the effects of time

from confusing the issue at hand.

Any project or program utilizing federal, state, or local government
funds, as well as those funded by certain foundations, can expect to

undergo an audit. This is a critical review of the books and records of the

organization that pertain to the expenditure of program funds.

The purposes of the audit are severahto assure the accuracy of book-

keeping; to assure that funds were spent according to program or agency

guidelines; and to assure that expenditures were accurate and for ap-

proved wages, construction materials, and subcontractors. The audit

must provide a complete "audit trial" of financial information for

government or funding reviewers, other officials, or the public at large.

The audit can be complex because of the regulations of the different

agencies requiring the audit.

Because good records and appropriate and correct information are

essential proper recording keeping is a must.

13
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Chapter ^ I

Project Evaluation

and Planning

The Evaluation Process
The first step toward successful completion of a historic restoration

project is a good evaluation. Before construction time or money is com-

mitted, or actual work begun, there must be a thorough evaluation. The
evaluation will become the basis for a work plan. An evaluation must
represent all the interests and must begin by asking questions. By fram-

ing the evaluation as a series of questions grouped under major headings

in the construction sequence we can establish a communication format

for all involved in the preservation project.

The preliminary questions are: What is the project budget? Is the pro-

ject limited by grant conditions? What is the preservation philosophy?

Who is in charge of making decisions for the projects operation? Is there

need for emergency stabilization before the project starts? Who is doing

the historical research and documentation? How long is the project to

take? Are the expectations of different parties in the project realistic?

It is important to remember that restoration is a process, and that the

evaluation must be considered in terms of day-to-day realities of con-

struction work and economics. Begin the evaluation process with the

most pressing emergency stabilization needs, and follow through the

normal construction sequence. Completing a building inspection

checklist based on this sequence would be a good way to begin.

The following are the major areas to be inspected during evaluation of

the preservation project: emergency stabilization needs, public health

and safety needs, job site set up, and general structural evaluation.

Emergency Stabilization
What does the building need done to it to save it from further damage



while project decisions are being made? What are the conditions of the

roof; does it leak and are there holes? Do windows and door openings

need to be boarded up? Do structural systems need to be reinforced?

Inspection
The inspection of an existing building is of primary importance. It

takes the form of a general check list of building components. The per-

son conducting the inspection looks for damage to those components
(see Appendix B). Notes, photographs, field sketches and measurements
are taken by the inspector. From these materials and the input of the
building owner the inspector or others develop plans, drawings, scope
of work and specifications for the project. Inspection in old house
renovation require a broad range of knowledge in the areas of architec-

tural history, history of building technology and structural diagnoses of

buildings.

Historical Research

Library Research
Inspection of the building, its structural diagnosis, and library

research can be done at the same time. Research is the critical dif-

ference between a successful attempt to preserve the best of the

building and an unsuccessful effort.

The first step is documentary. The county court house and local

building department may provide information as to the original

owners and building permits. The local library will have photographs,

insurance atlases, newspaper files, city directories, general histories

and geneological sources. Explore the history of the building, its oc-

cupants and especially try to locate photographs of the building.

Architectural Research
After the first step of documentary research return to the building.

A building is like a book in many respects and it can be read by look-

ing for evidence of change. Look for additions, reused materials, and

other alterations such as: cut-off doors, different windows, different

trim, mismatched siding and roof lines, old nails, relocated hardware,

and framing members which have been cut.

Paint Research
Paint research can be an important tool for a restoration project. By

using this investigative process the researcher can add information

about when additions were added and what different colors the
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building has been painted. The process is time consuming if done cor-

rectly but worthwhile where color information is needed. The opera-

tion is not difficult but requires some special equipment and tech-

niques. It is a process of scraping off or sanding through layers of

paint, counting the layers, recording the number and colors of each

layer and comparing samples from different places. Analyzing the

number of layers and colors from different parts of the building can

assist in determining when changes were made in the building.

Health and Public Safety
The basic concern is protecting the public by questioning the presence

of health and safety hazards including rats, flies, fire, pollution, erosion.

Job Site Set-Up
Are utility services available at the job site, or must all power, light,

water, sanitation, and communication be supplied by portable means? Is

the security a problem at the site? Is there adequate room for contrac-

tors' materials and vehicles?

General Structure Evaluations
When examining a building there are five basic areas to look at and ask

questions about. These areas are foundations, framing, exterior finishes,

interior finishes, and mechanical systems.

Foundations
Is there a foundation footing? Are there cracks in the walls or piers?

What is the condition of the materials and of what type material is

the foundation made? Does it appear to be sinking anywhere? Is there

water or evidence of water in the crawl space or basement? Are there

ventilation openings to the space under the house?

Large trees and some shrubs growing next to a foundation can

damage the foundation. How large are they, what type, and do they

need to be removed?

Framing
Framing includes all of the structural members of the building above

the foundation: sills, joists, plates, studs, posts, ledgers, rafters, and

stairs. These are what hold up the building and must be carefully in-

spected. Is there insect or animal infestation? How far are the joists

from the ground, and can you crawl under the building to inspect it?

When wooden framing members are poked with an ice pick, are they
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solid or soft? When they are hit with a hammer do they ring (good

wood) or thud (bad wood)? How are the framing members connected,

and what are their dimensions? Does the exterior or interior finish

have to be removed for inspection? In the basement, crawl space, or

attic can you find any temporary supports? Can you see any evidence

of additions such as old roof lines on chimneys?

Exterior Finishes
The exterior finish of a building includes siding materials, roofing,

gutters, downspouts, cornices, windows, doors, porches, and railings.

The most important item is to determine the direction of the flow

of rain water. Are the gutters and downspouts working or plugged up,

and is the water carried away from the house? Water that washes
over the siding or backs up and under the roofing will destroy the

building. Water and the resulting rot are a building's main enemies.

The roof is the cap of the building and therefore, the first line of

defense against water problems.What type of roofing material was us-

ed and how old is it? Is the flashing rusted or broken? Are there any

holes in the roof or signs of water damage (brown spots) on the ceiling

of the top floor? Are there patches of roofing tar?

The cornice is also called the eave line and can be open or closed. If

you can see the tail ends of the rafters, are they solid, curved, or cut in

a decorative fashion? On a closed cornice are the soffit boards solid,

warped, or falling off? Is there any decorative detail on the cornice?

When assessing siding you should consider the paint job at the same
time. Paint is a system designed to fail, and its failure is usually caused

by the material it covers and the weather. Is the paint scaling and

flaking off in large flakes, and where is the problem the worst? What
is the condition of the siding? Is the wood chipped or rotten,- is the

brick cracked or spalling; is the metal dented; is the plastic cracked?

Has the original siding been covered with a replacement? Is so, this

could mean trouble spots have been covered.

Windows and doors are complex building components because

they open and close. Each part of the window—jams, sill, stops, sash

weight, sashes, hardware, stool, apron, casings, drip cap, lock, sash

cords—should be checked. Does the window rattle? Is the glazing

cracked and falling out? Are the sash cords broken? Does the window
lock? Will the window open smoothly?

When looking at the door you need to know if it will open and

close. Does it sag, rattle, lock, or stick? Are the hinges tight? Is the

door warped?

A porch should slope away from the building so water can drain

away. Of what material is it? Is there a crawl space under the porch? Is
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the porch masonry filled with earth (a poor design) and does the earth

fill come close to the sill (entry for termites)? Are the railings soiled?

Interior Finishes
The interior finish includes paint, windows, doors, cabinets, plaster,

tiling, floors, ceilings, and trim. An important aspect to note when in-

specting the interior is which walls are load bearing. That is, which

wall, if taken out, would bring the roof down?
Walls and doors can provide clues to the structural (framing) sound-

ness of the building. Have the doors been cut off so they can open and

close( a sign of building settlement) Are there large cracks in the

walls, and in what direction do they run? Are there water stains or

mold on the walls and ceilings? Is there a musty smell in the building?

Are the floors level? Place a marble on the floor and see where it

rolls. Are the floors supported well enough? Stand in the center of a

room, raise up on your toes, and let your weight fall on your heels (if

you are small you may have to give a small hop). If the floor feels

unsteady check the structural supports. Are the floors covered with a

replacement material? If so, are they damaged or sound? Are the floor

coverings historic materials, and should they be saved?

For most owners, the conservation of existing finish floors is par-

ticularly important. Have the floors been repaired, and are there

mismatched materials? Are the existing floors useable? Is the finish

suitable for the intended use? Will the floors need to be protected

from plaster removal or other work? What is the desire of the

owner-to conserve the existing character or patina, or to technically

refinish existing materials making repairs asnecessary? It is important

to realize that the quality of floor finish will speak dramatically for

the overall quality of workmanship in a project. A proper and ap-

propriate choice is highly important.

Cabinets, trim, and other millwork need to be examined for their

historic quaility and evidence of additions and changes to the

building. Do all the rooms have the same trim? Is there paint or un-

finished wall behind the trim? Are the cabinets original?

The principal requirements in evaluating interior millwork is to con-

serve as much as possible in original form. The best start is to carefully

inventory, on a room-by-room basis, the presence and condition of

millwork. More than likely, the millwork will be affected somewhere
in the restoration process, either from the need to remove and
replace it, or perhaps simply from other work which will go on
around it, such as plaster repair. In the evaluation process, it will be
important to judge whether or not the original materials will be
damaged, need to be removed, or otherwise affected by restoration
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work. For instance, if replacement materials are required, will they

have to be customed manufactured? Can the original finish be
recreated on top of existing finishes, or will it require some degree of

stripping?

Mechanical Systems
There are three basic mechanical systems to evaluate: plumbing,

electrical, and heating. Each system should be checked out and

evaluated against the demands to be placed on it. Are they adequate

under modem building codes and new uses? Will each system be

reliable and not add to fire, health, or safety hazards? The city building

inspectors for mechanical systems will, upon request, inspect these

systems (usually there is no charge). These systems are highly specializ-

ed and the codes relating to them are complex. Therefore, it is recom-

mended that the public servant with special knowledge be called in.

Plumbing
If the pipes of a plumbing system are non-functional, there is no

way to restore them and they must be replaced. Are the pipes leak-

ing or rusted? Are they lead, copper, or galvanized? Are the fixtures

in working order? Are the fixtures historic and should they be sav-

ed? Have the tubs or toilets leaked and caused damage to walls and
ceilings?

Electrical

If the electrical system is less than 100 amps it should be upgrad-

ed. Inadequate electrical service can start a fire. Are there enough
outlets (one on each wall)? Are the outlets grounded? In what con-

dition is the wire insulation? What kind of service entry is there?

Heating
The heating system can be a major expense if it needs to be

replaced. Was the system installed during the original construc-

tion? What kind of fuel is used? Has the furnace been converted

from one fuel to another? Can the existing furnace and heat

delivery system be used, repaired or improved? Do future plans re-

quire the addition of air conditioning?

Insulation
Current energy conservation needs require that buildings be well in-

sulated on the bottom, sides, and top. There are many materials and
methods which can be used to create a good thermal barrier. It is im-

portant to know whether existing materials provide adequate insula-
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tion, and whether new materials can be installed without affecting

important historic fabric.

In general, older materials such as rock wool and foil honeycomb
will lose their effectiveness as insulators over time, and the project

planning process should allow for the possibility of installing all new
insulation materials during the restoration process. It is not likely that

insulation materials present in historic buildings are effective.

Finish Landscape
While this text is not concerned with landscape as such, restoration

planning must take it into consideration. It is important to recognize

that the presence of a construction operation on a site may severely af-

fect the lawns, trees, shrubs, gardens, and other foilage. It is necessary to

determine with the owner just which areas of the landscape need to be

conserved, which plants could be removed and replanted, and which
plant life is unimportant to the project. The owner must clearly under-

stand the affect of trucks, personnel, materials, and work activities on
the greenery and make appropriate choices concerning con-servation.
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Chapter *f J

Project Management
The fully successful operation of any construction project requires the

complete and careful setup of all the equipment and materials which
will be required. In order to minimize time delays and confusion, it is

very important that all of the required parts of a job are in place prior to

start-up.

Space
Throughout any project there will be a need for defined activity and

storage areas. These include old materials storage, new materials

storage, tool and equipment storage, field office, materials delivery area,

and mortar mixing area.

Careful plans must be made to allow the space required for thedelivery

and storage of materials, and to perform skilled job operations. Particular

attention must be paid to areas which have been determined to be ar-

cheologically significant. Proper routing of wheelbarrows and other traf-

fic through the site is crucial to preserving existing site conditions.

Equipment
Depending upon the size and scope of the project, different kinds of

equipment will be required. Some will be on the job from start to finish;

some will only be used part of the time. This equipmentcould include

such items as site trailer, mortar mixer, temporary power pole, tem-

porary water, scaffolding, ladders, fire barrel, and trash dumpster.

It is important to make a good assessment of equipment needs and to

discuss this with the owner and architect. If they understand the needs
from the beginning, there will be fewer questions as the job progresses.

Supervision
Effective project management requires an established arrangement for

supervision at the job site. All workers must be aware who the super-



visor is and what their job responsibilities are. Should the supervisor

leave, responsibility should be assigned to a senior trades mechanic
(carpenter, mason.) This "co-pilot" approach should be established early

in the job set-up to prevent misunderstanding and confusion on the job.

The purpose of supervision is to insure that work is completed within

guidelines established for the project and to monitor the quality of

workmanship for all the trades. A supervisor is also responsible for

material deliveries and storage, equipment handling, and work
assignments. A certain amount of paperwork is required, including keep-

ing track of delivery receipts, invoices, material credits, and other finan-

cial matters. The supervisor is also responsible for personnel administra-

tion, which includes keeping time records, production and work
records, and disbursing paychecks. An important aspect of personnel

management is maintaining good relations with each individual

employee in order to maintain good interest and responsibility toward
the job. Employees must know that the supervisor is concerned about

them, and that the individual is not lost in the overall effort. No super-

visor can watch every step of the restoration process, and it is vital for

the supervisor to develop good communications and trust to assure to

the owners that work will be performed in a satisfactory manner.

Communication, Meetings, and
Reports
The need for written reports and scheduled meetings will vary from

one project to the next, but all require some form of communication.

Most projects which require an on-site office, and those which expend
more than $10,000 will need a schedule of meetings and reports.

The most effective tool in communication with the job site is the

telephone. Trades workers in the field do not carry briefcases, and writ-

ten reports intended for the conference table often get dirty or lost. The
telephone is the best link between the central office and the field office.

This is especially true for out-of-town work; the cost of long distance is

money well spent in terms of better job operations and closer contact

between construction managers and site superintendents.

Meetings are important because time is established to sit down and

discuss problems and solutions, schedules, costs, and other concerns. A
regular schedule is important in order that the concerned individuals

have a chance to prepare materials and do some thinking about the

meeting. A good and productive meeting session will evaluate previous

work, review job costs, plan for the next work period, confirm priorities,

assess costs and available funds, and coordinate schedules and respon-

sibilities. In a job staff meeting, managers and supervisors will have an
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opportunity to inspect work in progress and discuss proposed tasks and
solutions.

Meetings with the owner should be held regularly. At that time the

construction manager, site supervisor, owner, architect, and other pro-

fessionals can discuss the current concerns of the project. A complete

meeting would cover expectations and objectives, cost and expenditure

review, work planned for the next period, expected costs, proposed

change orders, and cost impact of changes. Using the construction

management approach to restoration, it is important to maintain close

communication between the management staff and the owner. In order

for the process to flow smoothly, the owner must be satisfied with the

work and be willing to make payment as agreed.

Establishing Work Priorities
Establishing priorities is a form of decision by consensus. All par-

ticipants in the decision making process meet to evaluate all factors and
rank them in order of importance. Many things influence the designa-

tion of priority. These include time and completion schedule, cost and
overall job expense, potential damage due to weather, incomplete

tasks, visual progress, and worker and subcontractor availability.

In making decisions on work priorities, it is important to hear from all

participants and weigh all needs carefully. The most urgent work should

be done first. What is more important may fall into one of three

categories:

— protection of job

— maintaining work flow
— avoiding extra costs

The following are some examples of questions and choices in priorities.

If the roof were leaking after repair and the face brick were incomplete,

which is the priority? (Protection of job by repairing the roof.) If there

are two days left on exterior paint work, next week will be rainy, and
the main stairway bannister and balusters need to be sanded, which
would be the priority? (Maintaining work flow by finishing exterior

sanding.) If the foundation is incomplete and the total cost is not

known, and the owner wishes to order kitchen cabinets and make
changes in the plan, which is the priority decision? (Avoiding extra costs

by settling on the final plan before making costly changes.)

Of course, in two different jobs, the same questions could have dif-

ferent answers. Each job is distinctive and will have unique qualities

which make establishing priorities very individualized and important.
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Schedules
A schedule is a statement of priorities and expectations to insure the

smooth flow of work on the job site. A schedule like an estimate re-

quires guesswork and some careful calculations. Most time schedule

estimates are based upon the company's prior performance.

A construction firm which has a great deal of experience in laying

forms and pouring concrete sidewalks would be able to plan and
schedule the flow of this work with some predictability. The ability to

plan time based upon work experience is easier in some fields than in

others. For instance, the concrete sidewalk contractor does the same
thing over and over and should be able to closely predict how long such

work will take. However, a contractor who specializes in replacing rot-

ten sills will have less ability to predict, owing to the fact that each job

is different. The most important aspect of time schedule prediction is

having information on which to make assumptions. Scheduling is mak-
ing assumptions about productivity, working conditions and other fac-

tors such as weather, materials delays, and the decision process which
could influence the rate of work. It is also a matter of being realistic. A
schedule is an agreement between workers and supervisor, and between
management and client. It should, ideally, reflect a reasonable set of ob-

jectives for the project, ones which hopefully can be met. Meeting a

schedule is certainly important to owners, it is also important to

workers in finding job satisfaction,

Keeping on Schedule
Once a project schedule has been established, it is important to make

every effort to maintain it.

Short term objectives are important. The project will have an overall

schedule and set of objectives. However, workers who are not involved

in management need a more particular breakdown of expectations. This

schedule could be set on a task basis or on na time basis. For instance,

the work crew could be assigned several specific tasks, each with a time

frame, which would combine to form a week's work.

This might be, for three workers:

• repair chimney flashing - lk day

• remove metal tile shingles, four squares - Vi day

• repair wooden decking - V2 day

• replace metal tile shingles - Vi day

• remove 40' cornice - 1 day

• replace cornice - 1 day
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Or there could be a work list for the week:
• repair chimney flashing

• remove metal tiles shingles, four squares

• repair wooden decking

• replace metal tile shingles

• remove 40' cornice

• replace cornice

This list would be the expected work for the week. The workers could

plan their time against it, and the supervisor or manager could measure
overall productivity. The important thing about this method is that all

parties have input in the development of the schedule. The owners,

management, and workers must confer to develop a schedule or set of

schedules. The schedule must reflect balance and realism and represent

the interest of all parties.

Finding a balance with people on the job site and in the business re-

quires establishing clear lines of reporting, establishing decision levels,

relating responsibility and finanical condition to all concerned, and

understanding the cost of human time. Building is essentially a manufac-

turing process and requires some kind of production control in order to

ensure profit. Understanding of schedules by all workers will help to en-

sure that deadlines are met.

There are three basic ways to demonstrate the process of keeping

track of a project: Bar Chart, Critical Path Method (C.P.M.) Chart, and
Master Scheduling Chart.

Bar Chart
The bar chart is a simple and effective tool for scheduling. Each phase

of the project is scheduled by the time required in which to complete it.

Time is allowed for possible delays for weather or unforeseen problems.

Each task (dig footing, build forms, etc.) is given a number, and the days

it will take to complete it are color coded in on the chart. By looking at

the chart everyone involved can see when tasks start and finish and
which ones overlap.
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Critical Path Method Chart
The critical path method (C.P.M.) chart is a means of determining the

relationships between tasks associated with any project. It will isolate

the important tasks that determine project duration and provide a

graphic method of evaluating the project. The estimation of time and

materials is the strength of the system. If the estimates of time are not

correct, the C.P.M. network will not be correct. When the system has

been designed it is presented to the trades worker who will do the ac-

tual work and who may see problems overlooked by the network

designer.

The time estimated for each task is added up and the path which has

the greatest amount of time involved is the critical path and job dura-

tion. For purpose of illustration a sample project is shown below.
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CRITICAL PATH METHOD CHART

Master Scheduling Chart
The master scheduling chart is used for all current jobs and is a sum-

mary. It has two parts. First, a list is made of all construction processes
with the number of days estimated to complete each task. Second, a

chart is drawn with space for the proposed and actual beginning and en-

ding dates for each task on all projects. The sample shown is for identical

projects.

MASTER SCHEDULING CHART

Task Schedule

Project 1 Project 2

Start Finish Start Finish

1 Estimate 2/1 2/3

Actual 2/1 2/3

2 Estimate 2/4 2/5

Actual 2/4 2/6

3 Estimate 2/6 2/9

Actual 2/7 2/10

4 Estimate 2/10 2/13

Actual 2/11 2/15
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Managing the Workers
On most construction projects the work force has a completely dif-

ferent interest than that of the owners or the supervisors. Most con-

struction workers are wage earners who are doing something they

perhaps enjoy; however, little financial gain or advancement will accure

to them. The supervisor is in a more stabilized career position, with

avenues open within the overall construction industry. The owner's

basic interest is financial.

The position of a construction worker in today's market is often one of

instability, financial insecurity, and a clouded future. It is important for

the supervisor and owner to recognize that trades workers have little

flexibility and must often rely on the good graces of the financial source

to make working conditions better or worse.

Workers probably will not often respond well to urgings to hurry

because money is limited. This puts the burden on them and not the

owner. Workers will respond more favorably to a reasonable approach

to scheduling and problem-solving where the concerns and needs of the

owners are outlined, and where there is no effort to find fault with a

crew when the problem lies elsewhere, as with unforeseen work, bad
weather, or other costly delays. Management (as represented by the

owner, contractor or construction manager and the supervisor) must
develop a positive alliance with the work force.

Managing Subcontractors
Subcontractors are usually small businessmen who are engaged in a

specialty trade. They come to each job for a short period of time to com-

plete a particular part of the work and usually will not do or are not skill-

ed to do so more than one kind of work. The most important thing to

realize about subcontractors is that they have numerous projects going

on at once and that scheduling is difficult to accomplish because each

job has a different schedule and it is rare that such different schedules

coincide. It is unlikely that a job will have every subcontractor come and

complete work exactly when the management plan needs it. The
general contractor or construction manager has very little control over a

subcontractor's time; however, once a good working relationship is

established the "sub" will often be willing to rearrange scheduling to

satisfy priority customers.

The management must remember that the project supervisor/subcon-

tractor relationship is that of a business nature, rather than that of an

employer/employee. The supervisor should clearly and thoroughly

discuss with the subcontractor the nature of the contracted work and

special concerns which apply to the particular job. Expectations should

be clearly stated, including areas of work, relevant plans and specifica-
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tions, time of performance, job site procedures, safety precautions, bill-

ing, and payment procedures. Requirements for final payment, including

any inspections, should be outlined in detail. All specific and routine

concerns should be stated in a contractural agreement, with a clear

statement concerning each of these elements.

Supervision of the Skilled Trades
The following is a supervisor's guide to managing skilled trade

workers.

Masonry—The project mason is a crucial participant in the restora-

tion process. The mason's work is unique in ways which will significant-

ly effect the flow of work as well as the quality of the overall product.

Care must be taken to insure that the mason or masonry subcontractor is

appropriately supervised during work on footings, foundations,

fireplaces and chimneys, exterior face brickwork, and in particular on re-

pointing and architectural detail reproduction and repair of historic

buildings. The mason's work is both structural and decorative.

In building and repairing foundations and chimney bases, it is vitally

important that there be clearly drawn plans, preferably with

photographs, and that work be discussed and monitored throughout the

project. Generally all foundation work will be underpinning, or

rebuilding, the foundation under an existing structure. This requires

both a clear concept of the required product, with accuracy in dimen-

sions, as well as a cautious consideration of the engineering of suppor-

ting a structure which is undergoing repairs from the bottom. It is the

supervisor's responsibility to insure that all structural loading, shoring,

and temporary underpinning is correctly done so that there is no
possibility of settling, collapse, or personal injury.

The construction industry has not fostered the development of

masonry trades workers who have the knowledge and skills required to

do finish specialty work and understand the required mixing methods
for different mortar applications. Therefore, it may be necessary to hire

different masons: one for structural work and one for architectural detail

work. The architect, contractor, supervisor, and mason must work
together to insure that proper choices are made in dimension, texture,

color, nomenclature, and assembly procedure. Each member of this

team has a particular expertise, and there must be agreement and
understanding in order for them to work well together.

Carpentry—Project carpenters are usually the most knowledgeable
workers on a job site, and often supervisors and managers come from
this trade. The work of carpenters is broad in scope, and it often falls

upon them to solve problems which no one else can be counted on to
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do. A carpenter is a general mechanic, having a basic familiarity with all

materials, expecially with wood. This sometimes results in using wood
to solve problems when other materials might suffice. The more ex-

perienced a carpenter is, the more open he will be to considering solu-

tions outside his immediate trade.

As with masons, carpenters fall roughly into two areas: framing and
trim specialists, and structural and finish specialists. On any one project

a carpenter skilled in one aspect may be limited in the other. Framing

carpenters are wood engineers; their work consists largely of building (or

repairing) wood-frame structures. This requires a basic mechanical sense,

and a thorough understanding of the nature and mathematics of

materials. Most important is a "sixth sense" of how things work in

physical reality and in translation from paper planning to wood con-

struction. A finish carpenter is one who has a higher degree of hand
skills than a framing carpenter. The framing and finish carpenters alike

must understand all building components, both exterior and interior,

and how they fit together. For instance, they must be able to observe a

cornice or column and recognize kinds of materials required, the spatial

relationship, and the order or sequence of work.

Throughout the restoration process, it will fall upon the carpenters to

make decisions which have been avoided by others. Quite often, an ar-

chitect will not know the specific solution to a repair problem, and at

times the contractor or construction manager will give only general in-

structions or concepts. With this in mind, the carpenters have the final

responsibility of deciding how to procede and then undertaking and

completing the task.

Roofing and Sheetmetal—Roofing is something which affects

everyone, yet there is a general ignorance as to how roofing and the

related metalwork actually keeps us dry.

The roofer and sheetmetal mechanic are vital to building conservation

and to the restoration process. As with carpentry, often there will not

be a "standard" solution, especially on archaic roofing systems. The
roofing mechanic (who, ideally, should also have mechanic-level

sheetmetal skills), like the carpenter, will often be called upon to solve

problems with little planning input.

A rusted panel of standing seam roof, or broken slate tile, or rusted

valley flashing can present a problem which may best be solved by

unraveling evidence, examining parts, and then proposing a solution. As
with all problem solving processes, it is important to require that the

discovery and proposed solutions be reviewed by the supervisor or even

the architect, although care must be taken not to slow down the work
unnecessarily for review.
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The mechanic-level roofer and sheetmetal worker will be responsible

for the entire roofing system, including shingles or tile, sheet metal roof,

flashing, gutters and downspouts, and any ornametal metal work, such

as cresting or weathervanes. The two most important aspects of this

area are that all water-shedding metal be correctly formed and must

function properly to direct water flow, and that liquid or troweled

materials be carefully managed so as not to spill upon or damage brick,

exterior wood, or plant life.

Plaster—Generally speaking, the plasterer will be using modern
materials and modern methods in making repairs. While the plastering

process has changed little, especially in relation to other trades, modern
construction technology can be applied successfully in plaster restora-

tion work. Most plasterers will recognize the needs of a given job in

terms of the kind of lath, layering, and final coat finish; however, care

must be taken to insure proper communications from the management.

A simple order to "repair" a damaged wall could result in the wrong
finish, unless the kind of finish is specified at the beginning. The objec-

tive is to apply a smooth finish of plaster to a wall or ceiling surface, and

to insure that it is bonded correctly.

If the project involves cast plaster, formed cornices, or other architec-

tural detail, it would be wise to seek an individual with direct

background and expertise in these areas, rather than to assume that any

plasterer has the specialty skills. Usually one can find an individual with

plaster casting skills by contacting a university art department and ask-

ing for a sculptor working in plaster.

Mechanical Systems—The principal concern in managing trades

workers in plumbing, heating, and electrical work is to insure that

nothing done in these areas damages important fabric, nor makes un-

necessary intrusions into historically important space. Most workers in

these trades are used to modern construction or to "modernization"

with no real concern for existing materials which may be covered or

changed. Mechanical systems' design and installation are geared to a

systematic approach in which all the manufactured parts, piping, ducts,

and switch boxes are designed to work together in the system.

In these trades the most desirable work is new construction. Rework-
ing or retrofitting systems involves hard and dirty work, and is therefore

less preferable. While some allowance is made for archaic materials and
prior design concepts, most installers in these trades will have little

sense of the purposes of conservation and as a result will have to be
carefully coached and supervised throughout the project. It is extremely
important to review with the supervisor for the mechanical subcontrac-

tor and workers the exact procedure and the intended solutions. When
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possible, it is helpful for a crew of carpenters in the direct employ of the

construction manager or contractor to make certain preparations, such

as making openings in walls, changing framing, and constructing access

openings. This will provide some degree of insurance against unwanted
damage and mistakes.

Painting and Finishing—The painter must be aware throughout

the painting process that this is the final construction work. This is the

finish which people will see and, while it reflects the work of other

trades, the painting work will often stand alone to be judged for the ap-

pearance of the overall project. Of course, paint adds color or accent to

exterior elevations and interior surfaces, but principally paint protects,

and the painter has to have a clear sense of this in doing the work. The
supervisor and management are compelled to communicate clearly to

the painters and paint contractor specific requirements and expectations

of that job. Paint is the first line of defense from the weather (except for

the roof, which is seldom painted). The correctness and care with which
the paint work is done will affect the overall life of the building. The
painter must understand the function of caulk and paint. All caulk

should be applied so that it seals between two parts which are very

close together, filling the void between and making contact with each

piece. Paint covers building materials, plaster, wood, and metal, forming

a thorough seal over materials which otherwise would deteriorate in

open weather or under constant use.

Project Close-Out and Clean-Up
From the beginning, the restoration construction manager must keep

in mind that everything on the site must be returned to a normal situa-

tion after all work is completed. This requires that nothing that is done

leaves a permanent scar on the site, and that all activities are conducted

with an awareness of this temporary nature.

Arrange material deliveries and placement to prevent more than sur-

face damage to the ground. Place stored materials for easy removal.

Remember that final clean-up will require a complete check of the site;

removing all wood scraps, nails, debris, masonry, and rubble; raking the

grounds; and sweeping and cleaning the interior. All workers must be

aware of this final objective a finished, clean site and that nothing

should be done which will cause permanent damage.
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Chapter 7 »

Cost Estimating
What Is An Estimate?
In building construction an estimate is the projected cost of all

materials, labor, equipment, and other expenses required to complete a

given structure. An estimate is a "best guess" by someone who has full

knowledge of the process. An estimate can be for all trades involved in

the process, or for only one. It can be for materials or labor, each figured

separately. Estimates may be made at the beginning for the overall job,

or made at periodic intervals throughout the process. Every degree to

which an estimate is refined makes it more accurate. The more items

which have been considered, counted, measured, calculated, and priced

with local supply houses, the closer the estimater will come to having a

realistic picture. Not until the cost information is at hand can the con-

tractor or owner know the overall expense of the project, including

land, professional fees, and interest. The estimate is the base measure

upon which the project is financially built.

A good estimate is the principal tool a construction business has to

protect the client and insure financial stability. Bad estimates are un-

necessary and harmful to the success of a restoration project. Time
should be allowed to make a thorough list of all the aspects of a project,

to count, compute, and price all materials, to contact subcontractors, to

evaluate time expenditures, and to identify all other needs. This plann-

ing process is a wise investment by the owner or contractor regardless of

the contractual relationship.

Areas Included in Estimates
The following is a list of areas that should appear in any estimate:

1. Job Operation Cost

A. Site set-up

B. Office space and overhead
C. Storage

D. Telephone



E. Utilities

F. Rental equipment
G. Legal fees

H. Expendable supplies

I. Transportation

J. Sanitation

K. Insurance

L. Management costs

M. Consultants

2. Foundations

A. Excavation

B. Footings

C. Walls

D. Piers

E. Slabs

3. Framing

A. Sills

B. Walls

C. Ceilings

D. Roof frame

4 . Exterior finish

A. Sheathing

B. Siding

C. Cornice

D. Gutters and downspouts
E. Windows
F. Doors
G. Roofing

5. Interior finish

A. Floors

B. Walls

C. Ceilings

D. Trim
E. Windows
F. Doors
G. Cabinets and built in fixtures

6. Mechanical services

A. Electrical

B. Plumbing
C. Heating

D. Cooling
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7. Chimneys

8. Painting

9. Labor

10. Tools and equipment

11. Profit

12. Consultants

A. Architect

B. Engineer

C. Historian

D. Surveyer

E. Archeologist
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Chapter %ji

Financial Management
For The Small
Contractor
A Concept of Money
In handling finances for a restoration project, it is easy to have the im-

pression that since the sums are often large there is "extra" money for

the project. When the owner gives a check for $5,000 to the contractor,

it does not mean that the contractor has just gotten rich, nor that the

owner has abundant money to hand out, nor that the job is now
without financial limit. The size of the transaction is not an indicator of

wealth. The owner may well have borrowed all of the funds being used,

and the contractor may well have to spend every bit of the check he has

received. What is significant in the overall set of transactions is that the

contractor has agreed to furnish a certain set of services and materials for

a certain sum to be paid by the owner. The importance is not in the

amount of money, but rather that the owner has agreed to provide

money and the contractor has agreed to pay for services and expenses.

Only then can profit be truly determined. It is the nature of contracting

that, generally speaking, the doer will receive a remaining sum or a

stated fixed fee, and will not become wealthy from dealing in large sums
of money. There is an easy temptation to assume a profit and spend

money when it is in hand. This is dangerous and has led to financial dif-

ficulty for many in the construction industry.

Accounting Methods
Accounting methods used in contracting differ from accounting

methods used in other businesses because final profit cannot be deter-

mined until after a project is completed. For this reason, the cash basis

method of accounting is not recommended since it does not indicate



true profits or losses. The accrual method is most often recommended
and involves either of two systems.

Percentage-of-completion system reports profits or losses regularly

on the basis of actual work accomplished on each job. Often the ac-

tual percentage of work completed won't coincide with the percen-

tage allowed by the owner. Therefore, this system compares the ac-

tual value of earned production against the original estimate and is

the most realistic method of internal accounting and job control.

Taxes are paid as profits are earned.

Completed-contract system of accounting records profits (or losses)

when each job is finished and accepted. The contractor is allowed to

retain all profits until the job's conclusion. Retained profit and taxes

are used as working capital, since taxes are not due or paid until the

year in which profit is recorded. However, if the contractor completes

several major jobs in one year, the tax burden may be substantial, and

cash for tax payments may not be available.

Before choosing an accounting system, the contractor should choose

an accountant who specializes in the contracting business to analyze the

firm's situation and recommend the most advantageous system.

Balance
A simple safeguard is the idea of balance—what is paid out equals what

has been received. If what is paid out is less than receipts, there is a pro-

fit. If what is paid out is more than receipts, there is a loss. Knowing the

balance equation will assure greater financial control, help to keep ex-

penses down, and create a profit for the contractor. The balance equa-

tion is this: starting balance (initial funds, working capital) plus project

receipts (payments made by the owner) minus project expenses (cost of

materials, labor, etc.) equals ending balance (profit plus original funds).

For instance if a contractor has starting balance of $10,000 and receives

project receipts of $35,000 but spends project expenses of $32,000, he has

an ending balance of $13,000.

The profit is $3,000, and the $10,000 in working capital is retained.

Operational Cash Management
The operation of a restoration project, as with any other construc-

tion project, requires the handling of considerable sums of money.
Most transactions are by check; however, no matter what form the

process takes, security must be assured for all transactions in order to

protect all participants.

With few exceptions, the handling of receipts from the owners and
payments for materials and supplies should be done by the contractor
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or construction manager. Managerial personnel should have a

background in finance sufficient to insure that payments are received,

deposited, and credited to the right accounts. While the tabulation of

bills and preparation of checks can be done by clerical personnel,

verification, signing, and handling should be done by a supervisor or

manager. It is a poor idea to make a practice of handling any of these

matters through a trades worker, except for a working supervisor

where scheduling would make direct handling impossible. The loca-

tion of negotiable checks, cash, and other valuable documents should

be known only to a few senior personnel. This will assure greater con-

trol of funds transfer, prompt payment, and proper financial pro-

cedures.

The Check—The simplest way to begin on a track of sound finan-

cial recording and financial management is to pay everything by

check. In many instances, payment is requested in cash; however,

this is to be avoided whenever possible. There are several reasons for

paying by check:

1. Proper authorization - payments should be made only for approved

bills, and should be verified as being for materials which are actually

delivered, or for services performed. The site supervisor should make
the verification, and a manager should make payment.

2. The best record - a check is the best proof of payment. The check

register is a good support document for vertification and audit. A
complete and correctly balanced project checking account can

become an excellent record of transactions and job progress record.

Be certain to reconcile bank statements and keep checking account

records current.

3. Complete financial sequence - since checks are numbered sequen-

tially, every payment can be accounted for, and no money will be

spent without authorization and proper documentation. Payments

made in cash have a small chance of being properly recorded, and no
legal record exists unless a receipt is signed.

The Journal—The project journal is simply a list of transactions

for a project. The journal lists all receipts from the owners and lists in

order all disbursements from the account. The journal is a concise

history of the account, showing all transactions made for the opera-

tion. For a company which uses one checking account for several dif-

ferent projects, there may be an overall company account journal, or

an individual journal established for each project. One benefit of hav-

ing a separate checking account for each ongoing project is that every

payment must be in sequence, and there is less room for error. This is
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not necessary, however, and depends upon the accounting skills of

the management staff. A current journal will furnish to the manager a

complete overall project summary-the total of all receipts, all ex-

penses, and the remaining balance. It will not show the cost of in-

dividual category accounts, such as wood, paint, nails, labor etc. The
ledger will do this. For a quick report on the status of finances, the

journal is very useful and is an accurate check of overall accounts. For

a final audit, the journal will recap the checking account register and
provide assurance that the books have balanced. (A sample page

from a journal is shown in Appendix F. Columns on the page will

reflect receipts, payments, and the current balance.)

The Ledger—The ledger is a record of expenditures listed accor-

ding to specific categories. It reflects the sum spent in each account

and allows for more definition to the accounting process. With the

ledger, everyone involved can determine the exact amount spent in

each area of concern. While the journal is a consecutive list of transac-

tions to and from the overall account, the ledger is several lists

together which, when totaled, provide the same information as the

journal. The value of the ledger is to break down totals into sub-

categories, allowing for a closer look at the financial picture.

From the individual category accounts, a page or set of pages is

established to allow room for one column for each. (An example is

found in Appendix G.) This "spread" form is visually more infor-

mative and makes the intended information easier to understand.

As with all accounting, the ledger is only as useful as the extent to

which it is current. If transactions are not entered (or posted) to the

ledger, information will be out of date and not reflect the true pic-

ture. A complete, carefully entered and balanced ledger will give ex-

cellent information for evaluation and a good permanent cost record

for similar future projects.

The value of ledger totals goes far beyond the current job. With
good information, the contractor will have an estimating guide which
can be utilized in future projects.

Beginning Budget—Prior to commencement of restoration

work, a complete project budget should be established from the cost

estimate. This will serve as the basic cost accounting document. The
individual category accounts for each area and the overall total will

be the bench-marks against which expenses are computed. The
budget is the beginning of the accounting process, and without it the

quality of information will be lower.
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Posting Expenses and Payments—A regular process of ac-

counting or posting expenses is necessary. If this is done regularly, then

cost record information will be current. Without prompt expense

posting, no one will know how much has been spent. This information

is crucial since, as with expenses, it is vital to know how much has been

received by the contractor for the work on the project. In particular,

when payments are made weekly or monthly, it is extremely important

to keep track of the amounts which have been paid to the contractor,

and to insure that both parties agree on the total.

Documents, Basic Records, and
Reports
The strength of a financial program for any contractor or manager is

the detail and accuracy of documents, records, and reports. Every

piece of financial paper is important, and it is essential that a firm pro-

cess is established to keep track of records and to insure that the in-

formation is properly utilized.

Documents
Shipping Tickets—Most materials deliveries will be accompanied

by a shipping ticket. This is the vendor's assurance (when receipt is

acknowledged by a signature) that the materials have been properly

received. These tickets must be clearly sorted and sent to the book-

keeper as proof of delivery and approval for payment.

Invoices—This individual sales document is crucial to job cost ac-

counting. On these will appear all the information which the book-

keeper will need to make payment: date, quantity, kind, type or grade,

unit cost, total cost, sales tax, total invoice, invoice number. A copy of

the invoice should be filed along with the vendor's statement. Keeping a

file copy of the invoice insures accurate records and prevents charges for

goods not delivered.

Statement—Each month vendors will senditemized statements to

customers, totaling the invoices for the month either through the 25th

or the 30th. This is the request for payment and is due on either the 10th

or 30th.

Employee time cards—This is the basis for computing salary or

wages for work performed.

Basic Records
Check—Payment is usually made by check drawn either on the ac-

count of the contractor, or on the account of the owner. The returned
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cancelled check provides the basic legal receipt for payment.

Paid Statement—When the check is written, the statement should

be marked paid and filed with the cancelled check for reference.

Payroll records—The employer's responsibility involves com-
puting employment taxes and other withholding amounts, deducting

these from the check, and making payment to the appropriate tax

departments. Records must be retained on each employee for the pur-

poses of preparing a W-2 form at the end of the year. Overall payroll

records are needed to compile total labor and employee costs. This will

include gross wages, employer's FICA contribution, unemployment
taxes, insurance and other benefits.

Cash-Money on hand or in bank accounts. The cash flow changes

constantly and accurate records must be kept.

Accounts receivable-The amount of money owed to the

business.

Accounts payable-Business debts and the dates on which
payments must be made. Included should be regular overhead expenses

such as rent and utilities, as well as loan payments.

Inventory-Records of purchases and supplies on hand.

Reports
Regular in-progress reports—Every preservation, restoration or

new construction project needs a regular financial reporting system. This

could be computed weekly, biweekly, or monthly. No matter who has

final responsibility for payment, some kind of report is required to deter-

mine the overall job receipts, cost, and balance.

Cash flow—This is the contractor's analysis of the timing of expen-

ditures and schedule of cash needs. Any cash flow projection will be

helpful to the management and owners. Cash flow is the movement of

money from the business as payment for operation, and into the

business from collection of debits. Overhead expenses are deducted

from gross profit leaving net profit. The flow of cash must be balanced

for a smoothly operating business.

Final report—At the end of the planned work, it is important to draw

up a final report. While it is not necessary that the owner know the

amount money the contractor has made, the contractor himself can use

this information for future planning and calculations for taxes and an-

nual summaries.
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Forms of Business
Discussed below are four legal forms of business from which a contrac-

tor may choose for his operation.

Proprietorship—This is the form chosen by most contractors. The
business owner has total responsibility for operation of the business.

Business and personal income are treated the same for tax purposes.

General partnership—This form allows for sharing work, respon-

sibility, liability and profit. Either partner can commit the other to a

course of action without the other's consent. The liability of one partner

can extend through the business to the personal assets of the other part-

ner.

Limited partnership—The limited partner incurs liability only to

the amount invested. Also, the limited partner does not control

business activity; he is, in effect, passive.

Corporation—Corporations are legal entities in that they offer tax

and liability advantages. Business and income taxes are separate and
when a corporation suffers losses the owners are liable only for the

amount invested. Corporations may obtain capital from stockholders

and other sources.

Licenses, Taxes and Permits
Licenses—In most states a general contractor must be licensed. The

requirements vary from state to state and in North Carolina the general

contractor is defined as follows:

For the purpose of this Article, a general contractor is defined as one
who for a fixed price, commission, fee or wage, undertakes to bid

upon or to construct any building, highway, public utilities, grading or

any improvement or structure where the cost of the undertaking is

thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00) or more and anyone who shall bid

upon or engage in constructing any undertakings or improvements
above mentioned in the State of North Carolina costing thirty thou-

sand dollars ($30,000.00) or more shall be deemed and held to have
engaged in the business of general contracting in the State of North
Carolina. This section shall not apply to persons or firms or corpora-

tions furnishing or erecting industrial equipment, power plant equip-

ment, radial brick chimneys, and monuments.

In North Carolina there are three types of general contractors' licenses:

limited, intermediate, and unlimited. The class of license applies to the

dollar value of an individual project. The limited license allows for work
on a project costing $125,000 or under; the intermediate is limited to

$425,000 and under; and the unlimited contracting license has no upper
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dollar limit on the cost of the project.

Besides the types of general contracting licenses, contractors are cer-

tified in four categories: building contractor, highway contractor, public

utilities contractor, and specialty contractor. There are examinations re-

quired for each category of contractor. All general contractors are

regulated by the North Carolina Licensing Board for Contractors.

Taxes—An Employer's Identification (EI) number is a requirement of

the Internal Revenue Service and is necessary for federal income and

social security taxes which are withheld from employees' wages. The
taxes are paid monthly, biomonthly, or quarterly depending upon the

amount of money owed.

A building contractor is liable for federal, state and local taxes. If the

business is a partnership or a sole proprietorship, personal estimated

federal taxes must be paid quarterly. Unemployment insurance taxes are

collected from every contractor paying wages of over $100 during a

calendar quarter to one or more employees. The contractor must

register with the appropriate department of state government.

Permits—A building permit is required for any project over $100. It is

obtained from the building inspection office of local government. Each

city or county has detailed and varying procedures for building approval.

A contractor must study local regulations in order to operate a business.

Account Bid
To show a profit, or to at least break even, the contractor must

estimate the material costs and time (labor) with accuracy. Estimates off

the tope of the head, unit cost (so much per square foot), or bidding on
the market (adjusted to what a similar job cost last year) are not accurate

enough to ensure a profit. To be successful the contractor must build the

job on paper. This is a detailed and time consuming method and the on-

ly way to calculate an account bid. This method consists of four

separate, but related parts: take-off, pricing, bidding, and sub bids.

Take-Off
A construction take-off is a detailed list of all the materials needed to

complete a job. It specifies how many cubic yards of concrete, feet of

lumber, or gallons of paint will be needed. The take-off gets its name
because materials are taken off the specifications and blueprints for the

job. Therefore, the specifications must be carefully studied.

In smaller jobs and often in remodling and preservation in the

specifications may not cover everything. The problem is that in working

with an existing building problems are found only after the building has

been opened up. Opening a building means tearing off siding, taking off

plaster, or going into some other part of the building.
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The accuracy of the take-off in renovation and preservation work
depends upon the ability of the person inspecting the building. In

renovation work the building inspection checklist and take-off is often

what makes or breaks the project. (For detailed information, refer to the

Building Inspection minitext.)

Pricing
When the take-off and on-building inspection is complete, the job

must be priced. There are four parts to pricing: direct costs, indirect

costs, overhead costs, and profit.

Direct costs include materials and labor. Labor is figured according to

categories of work. For example, the general contractor may figure only

the carpenter's labor, and subcontract out the other trades to specialty

contractors. However, in each classification work is priced according to

the current hourly wage rate. Included in the hourly wage rate are:

payroll taxes, fringe benefits, vacation pay, union commitments, and in-

surance.

The price of materials should include tax, transportation, any dis-

counts should not be figured. Discounts may not be certain and are often

considered an extra benefit for the contractor.

In direct costs may include general equipment maintenance, gasoline

and oil, and small tools.

Overhead costs include office rent, supplies and wages, financing

chargers, storage, telephone, advertising, bad debt allowances, taxes, in-

surance, cost of guarantees, and other general expenses. Ten percent of

the estimated cost of a profit is often added for overhead.

Profit calculation is the most important of all. The worst mistake is to

cut the profit fee to gain a job. To couple low margin bidding with
underestimation will put failure just around the corner. After all, costs

and profits are calculated the mark-up on a job will normally be 33-70

percent. Of that mark-up ten to twenty percent should be profit.

Bidding
The bid document is what the contractor presents to the owner in order

to get the job. A bid on the back of an envelope is out; today the physical

appearance of a bid will be an important selling tool for the contractor. It

should be well organized, clearly written, and properly typed on business

stationary.

There are four important things to remember when submitting a bid:

1. Bid only when all important elements of the job are settled and
specifications are clear.

2. Bid on the job, not against the competition.

3. Take time to do the estimate-, never start the bid during the last days

of the bidding period.
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4. Do not overbid. Never take a job that is too large for you or your com-
pany. Having ten jobs working and none getting done is failure.

Sub bidding
When bidding you will be working with bids from subcontractors. These

bids become part of yours and you should:

1. Require bids be submitted by a specific day. Wednesdays, Thursdays,

or Fridays are recommended days.

2. Get four bids.

3. Compare and analyze bids. Make sure that everyone is bidding on the

same thing.

4. Beware of the lowest bid; it is not always the best. The subcontractor

may have left something out.

5. If starting a new business, choose only experienced subcontractors.

6. In clear terms your contract should reflect that you retain the option of

getting rid of a subcontractor who does not do the job.

7. Hire only subcontractors who are well managed and financially stable.

Ask for references and check them out.

Write-Up
There is a distinction between write-up and take-off in that write-up

usually refers to rehabilitation work and take-off to new work. This sec-

tion is devoted to write-up on rehabilitation work but much of the infor-

mation is inter-changeable with new work.

In normal housing inspection, the checklist provides the basis for a

report as to the condition of the dwelling for the owner and violations

which need to be corrected. In housing rehabilitation, however, the pro-

cess involves working with the owner and/or the occupants in preparing

contract documents for rehabilitating the property to the desired stan-

dards.

In new construction, plans and specifications provide the information

necessary for contractors to prepare bids. In housing rehabilitation, a

"write-up" is used in lieu of working drawings to indicate specifically

the scope of work to be performed. Although requirements for quality

of workmanship and materials can be included in the write-up of stan-

dard specifications, in most cases it is simpler to use a separate docu-

ment for this purpose. Thus, the work write-up states what is to be

done, and the specifications state how it is to be done.

Immediately after the initial survey, the inspector should develop the

write-up. The necessity of being clear and specific on each work-item in-

cluded cannot be over-emphasized. The write-up should be written in a
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manner which eliminates any misunderstanding by the homeowner or

the contractors, which is especially critical if conflict leads to arbitration.

Appendix A shows three pages of field notes used to prepare a typical

write-up. Each work-item should be clearly identified by location (room

and section, e.g., "northeast corner of living room") and approximate

quantity of materials required, e.g., "15 square feet of subfloor". This in-

formation is needed for several reasons. First, specifying a definite quan-

tity rather than the vague notation "replace all unsatisfactory subfloor"

removes a question ofjudgement in the contractor's mind as he prepares

his bid. ("How much should I include? What can I get away with?") This

eliminates confusion and argument later during the actual work ("This

has to be replaced also, but I didn't include it and it's going to cost more
money.")

Second, to be able to be specific, the inspector must make a thorough

inspection. If the objective of the inspection is merely to determine

compliance, the vague statement may be acceptable,- if, however, the

objective of the inspection is to provide the basis for a rehabilitation

contract, it must be in sufficient detail to be incorporated into the con-

tract documents. The advantage gained is a clear and specific understan-

ding of all the conditions.

Third, before the rehabilitation work is put out for bid, the project

must be evaluated to determine if the value of the property will be

enhanced to the degree consistent with the expenditure contemplated

for the work proposed. After the write-up is finished, a cost estimate

must be prepared by the inspector or by a rehabilitation specialist. Only
if the write-up is clear and specific can an accurate estimate be made.

Should the lowest bid be higher than the estimate, it is easy to deter-

mine which work items have the greatest deviation.

Finally, the clearer and more specific each work-item is described, the

more readily can its status be evaluated. The feasibility evaluation is

valuable in determing whether the work proposed is eligible for funding

if public monies are involved. To this end, work-items should be specific

as regards their being to being code violations, incipient violations, or

general property improvements.

Limiting the write-up to indicating the nature and quantity of the

work involved, and using standard specifications to describe the type

and quality of materials and workmanship was recommended earlier.

This is particularly useful for rehabilitation projects having many types

of incipient problems especially if a set of standard specifications are

available. If this type of information is included within the write-up, it

must be developed each time for each property; if contained in a

separate specifications document, Appendix B, those sections which are

needed for a particular rehabilitation project can be included easily in

the specifications which accompany the write-up. Writing specification
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material requires a technical basis of knowledge of construction

materials, methods, and practices.

Drawing from a general specification to develop the specifications for a

particular project also allows for continuous improvement of the general

specification, based on feed-back from each use.

Following the write-up and specifications, the inspector or rehabilita-

tion specialist must calculate his estimated cost for the work. The costs

involved in each work-item can be determined from a variety of sources.

Most programs must develop their own 'cost system' which is based on
'local going rates' for the work that is to be done; cost data from com-
pleted projects can be used is the write-up and cost estimate are ade-

quately detailed.

Several companies publish cost estimating handbooks with data for

rehabilitation work, which are generally up-dated at least annually (see

Appendix C). Prices for building materials can usually be obtained from

supply houses, and friendly reliable contractors may provide useful costs

on specific types of work. This is usually the basis for developing a local

cost system.

Appendix D provides a form which can be used for preparing a write-

up and cost estimate, and also as part of the bidding documents, not

only to provide bidding information to the contractors but to permit

evaluation of the bids. This form also provides for referencing specifica-

tion sections to work-items. Appendix E provides a form for use in

preparing or summarizing a cost estimate which can be used for contract

or subcontract breakdown.
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Chapter / %

People and the

Workplace
Finding A Balance
Possibly the most difficult thing to do in construction management is

to find the right balance between the needs and interests of manage-

ment and those of the work crew. Both parties are working in a mutual

venture. It is important to both workers and management to realize the

value of each position and its importance the job, as well as the value of

cooperation and a good working relationship. While these kinds of

things sound like big-business concerns, they occur and are of great im-

portance to small business. Contracting is a business where an out-of-

balance situation can cause exaggerated problems. The elements which
must be balanced against each other for the management (contractor)

are:

contract compliance

limitations of available capital

responsibilities to employees
reputation and client confidence

deterioration of equipment and other assets

overall business activity and economic conditions

For the work crew these elements are:

reliability of income
guaranteed salary

guaranteed working days

compensation for bad weather days

satisfaction with work
kind of tasks being performed

freedom in time schedule

conditions in the work environment
safety

health awareness

opportunity for advancement



Clear Lines of Reporting
No matter how small, every organization needs to have simple and

clear lines of reporting. It is important to have a good understanding of

routes for exchanging information, assigning responsibilities, and mak-
ing decisions. Reporting lines are important in assigning work and collec-

ting information about the work in progress. For instance, trim

carpenters should know who to see for additional materials, and
painters need to know who will decide about stain color. Subcontrac-

tors on the job need clear direction and must know who has direct

responsibility over their work. Each worker and subcontractor must
know who is the direct supervisor and who in the management ap-

paratus (construction manager, architect, owner) is able to make deci-

sions on materials use, style, conformity, or other concerns. The best

way to clarify reporting lines is to establish the pattern in a meeting and
then write a summary or draw a chart.

Decision Levels
Some managers have a tendency to want to make every decision and

to have control over every aspect of the work flow. In a way this would
seem desirable, for total control would seemingly assure the best pro-

duct. However, there are many situations in which decisions can and

should be made at the level where work is being done. For instance, the

supervisor should trust the carpenter to make a qualified choice of

materials for the day's work. This is, after all, the domain of the

carpenter. If the carpenter feels that no decision can be made without

supervisory approval, then it is likely that confidence and mutual

understanding will erode over time, and the project will have lost a

great resource, a thinking person who has a personal interest in things

going well.

It is hard for a supervisor to determine where decisions can be made,

to establish a path of responsibility, and to provide support and critique

of work decisions. Given a chance to show competence, a worker will

often take on responsibility, make decisions, and report results, all the

while completing the required task and allowing the supervisor more
time for other work. The level at which a decision is made should be in

keeping with job knowledge and responsibility. The mason should not

choose a painting subcontractor, but the supervisor should allow the

mason basic freedom in setting up the work station: mortar pan, work-

ing brick supply, mixing, and other matters related to the flow of

masonry work.

The final say will fall upon the project supervisor, but a well-balanced

arrangement for decision-making can make for a very smooth job flow,

and an added bonus is contented employees.
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Responsibility Paths
As in the matter of decision-making, the supervisor does not have to

take on every responsibility. Entire aspects of responsibility can be

delegated to subordinates so long as the path of accountability is clear. If

a laborer is told to unload a truckload of brick and notify the mason
when this is done and the mason is asked to notify the supervisor at the

end of the day that this work was completed, then the responsibility

path for the work is limited to the laborer completing his work and

reporting in, and the mason including this completed task in his report

for the day. It is not, nor should it be, necessary for a supervisor or

manager to retain all the responsibility. Proper delegation is vital, and

clear expectations and check-in's, or responsibility paths, will become
good aids to efficient job management.

Relating Financial Condition to the
Staff
In every business, times may get hard. Each business is a small, self

contained economy. When company revenues fall off, operations must

be tightened, and everyone working will feel the pinch. It is vital that

the supervisor or manager relate to the workers the true condition, or at

least as much information as can be made available. People need to

know if their jobs are in danger or if the project will be taking a

downturn in the near future. Financial downturns affect everybody; and
management has a clear responsibility to report the truth.

Often such news, when it is bad, means that there will be fewer tools,

fewer machine assists, and possibly delays in pay. Employees will

generally understand if the situation is being caused by slow payment
from owners, unexpected cost overruns, or contract disputes. However,
there will be less sympathy in cases where financial losses are occurring

through poor management, incomplete or sloppy estimating, or ineffec-

tive supervision, especially when an attempt is made to blame
workers for factors leading to a loss. The content of the

employer/employee relationship puts the responsibility for performance

on the employer, and the worker is obliged to have the right skills, be a

good co-worker, and assume responsibilities on the job, rather than ig-

nore problems.

Everyone at work has a responsibility to the success of a project;

however, the financial condition of the contractor can become a signifi-

cant factor in preventing success. Employees need to have a realistic pic-

ture of finances, given in a way which does not imply guilt or fault. On
the other hand unexpected profits (as with a job finished ahead of

schedule) need not be a secret and can be used in part for bonuses to

good workers.
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The Cost of Human Time
In calculating the cost of services, and in particular the cost of labor or

worker hours, it is necessary to remember that the individual who has

been hired to do the work is not a steady production device but a

human being who is going to have good days and bad days. Everyone

has good days and bad days, and the estimator must be realistic in

allocating time for the completion of work. In each day, a trades worker

has to set up tools and equipment, assess work in progress, bring

materials to the work location on the project site, and then put all these

things away at the end of the day. Any time the work location changes,

all these things may need to be done again. Added to these time-

consumers are routine breaks, lunch, and special lost time due to per-

sonal concerns, such as sickness. Thus the manager and estimator must
be realistic about what or how much is possible to be done in a day, in-

cluding accounting for all the minor time loss factors. Time and cost

calculations should be based on how people really work rather than on
arbitrary decisions or guess work. The cost of human time includes all of

the things which people will do in a day, rather than simply the cost of

straight uninterrupted time.
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FIELD NOTES

//UNITS

PROPERTY OWNER DATE CONCURRED BY OWNER

REHAB ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER

REHAB ADVISOR Good and General
Correction Readily Property
Required Maintainable Improvement

LIVING ROOM

Replace front door, jamb, threshold, trim and

hardware - 1 3/4" solid - U-20 Scotty's -

w/screen. Replace door to bedroom recase

opening to kitchen. Provide new sheet roock for

walls, refinish ceiling, sand, finish - paint 2

coats interior latex. Remove present floor

covering - replace on smooth surface 3/32 tile.

KITCHEN

Remove chimney - replace flooring area. Provide

3 new windows - 1/2 windows - trim. New sheet

rock walls and ceiling. Sand finish, paint 2

coats latex. Provide 30 gal. natural gas water

heater vented. All to code. Provide 60"

kitchen cabinet, 2 drawers and 4 doors. Double

bowl s.s. sink with trim. Washerless faucet

as per code. Remove floor covering - smooth

surface - apply 3/32" tiles. Provide 36" wall

cabinet over sink.

FRONT BEDROOM

Provide (2) new windows and new sheet rock walls

and ceiling - finish - 2 coats latex. Remove
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FIELD NOTES

PROPERTY OWNER DATE CONCURRED BY OWNER

REHAB ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER

REHAB ADVISOR Good and General
Correction Readily Property
Required Maintainable Improvement

existing floor covering - smooth surface for

3/32" tile - trim all doors & window openings.

REAR BEDROOM

Provide (2) new windows - recase and trim all

windows and door openings - new sheetrock walls

and ceiling - finish and paint 2 coats latex,

remove existing floor covering - smooth surfi

for 3/32" tile

EXISTING BATH

Remove lavatory and water closet, refinish open-

ing & floor covering - sheet rock walls and

ceilings, finish & paint 2 coats. Provide 2

shelves both sides - 2 hanger rods - provide

new window trir

Remove, provide new porch as per drawing

provide 3 piece bath and shower, 60 P, Scotty'

tub and shower, 37 x 22 vanity, lavatory,

washerless faucets, trim, Manatee water closet

with seat and supplies, all per code, connect

to existing line, hot and cold water to fixti

Provide sheet rock finished and painted 2 coats





FIELD NOTES

Appendix A

PROPERTY OWNER DATE CONCURRED BY OWNER

REHAB ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER

REHAB ADVISOR
Correction
Required

Readily
Maintainable

Property
Improvement

latex. Floor 1/2AC plywood- 3/32" tile in batll

Other porch area 1 x 6 P.T. T&G all as shown on

plan, as per code, new steps and handrail.

Paint 2 coats deck enamel. Provide as shown

washing machine outlet, drain, hot & cold water.

FRONT PORCH

Remove all flooring - provide 3 ft. screen door

complete L x 6 P.T. T&G flooring. 42" bannister

all around. New screen. Paint 2 coats deck

floor exterior latex on other area.





Appendix B

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
for

RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION

Section A
General Conditions

1. Scope of the work shall include all labor, materials, equipment,
permits, drawings, (if any) and services necessary for the proper
completion of the rehabilitation of the property identified in the WORK
WRITE-UP.

2. The work write-up shall take precedence over this Standard
Specification and when in conflict, the material, equipment and
workmanship called for in the work write-up will be required.

3. The drawings of floor plans, if any, are diagramatic only, illustrating
the general intention of the owner; they do not show all of the work
required, exact dimensions, or construction details.

4. Changes in the work including substitutions of materials, change in the

scope or workmanship required by these specifications, which may be

proposed by the Contractor, or found necessary or desirable as the work
progresses, shall be in writing with price change given, and shall be

approved by the Contractor, Owner and the Housing Rehabilitation
Division of the Department of Planning, before any work incidental
thereto is started.

5. Workmanship shall be done in accordance with the standards of the

several trades known as a "workmanlike manner".

6. Materials shall be new, in good condition, and of standard grade unless
otherwise agreed to in writing before their delivery to the job.

7. Repairs shall be made to all surfaces damaged by the Contractor
resulting from his work under this contract at no additional cost to

the Owner.

Where "repair of existing work" is called for by the contract, the

feature is to be placed in "equal to new condition" either by patching

or replacement; all damaged or loose, or rotted parts shall be removed
and replaced and the finished work shall match adjacent work in design
and dimension.

8. Inspection of the work during normal working hours by authorized
inspectors shall be facilitated by the Contractor, and the work shall

be subject to the inspectors' approval and acceptance.

9. Subcontractors shall be bound by the terms and conditions of the

contract insofar as it applies to their work, but this does not relieve

the General Contractor from the full responsibility to the Owner for

the proper completion of all work to be executed under this agreement,

and he/she shall not be released from the responsibility by any

subcontractual agreement that may be made.
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10. Bids or proposals will be submitted at the Bidder's risk, and the
Owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids or proposals.

11. Building Codes All work to be done shall be subject to the regulations
of the Building Codes as may be interpreted by the Building Inspection
Division of the Public Works Department.

12. Clean up removal from the site of all debris and waste materials
resulting from his work, shall be the responsibility of the Contractor
who will, upon completion of his work, leave the premises in broom
clean condition, and all glass cleaned and washed.

13. Trade names are used in the basic specifications to establish quality
and type of materials required; exact material to be used on a

specific property will be described in the work write-up for this
particular property.

14. Adjacent Property When adjacent property is affected or endangered by
any work done under this contract, it shall be the responsibility of

the Contractor to take whatever steps are necessary for the protection
of the adjacent property and to notify the owner thereof of such
hazards.

15. Termite Protection Treatment shall be by a licensed and bonded
exterminator with a minimum five year warranty. Warranty to be

prepaid by Contractor to include annual inspection and treatment by
the exterminator for entire period of warranty. Any damage, if found,

shall not be repaired without Owner's notification and consent. Cost,

if any, shall be per agreement between contractor and owner.

16. Building Permits It shall be the responsibility of the General

Contractor to secure all permits and licenses necessary to complete
those items described in the work write-up.
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STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
for

RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION

Section B

Demolition - Concrete - Masonry

1. Demolition of all parts to be removed shall be done in an orderly
fashion, taking care to avoid damage to parts which are to be left in
place. All debris shall be removed from the premises as it is

generated and shall not be allowed to accumulate.

2. Conrete Work

a. The concrete mix shall be one part Portland cement, 2 parts clean
washed sand, and 5 parts clean gravel by volume. The water shall
not exceed 8 gallons per bag of cement, and shall be potable.

b. No concrete shall be poured when the temperature of the surrounding
air is below forty degrees F without taking protective measures
from freezing.

c. Concrete in footing shall have have an ultimate compressive
strength of not less than 2500 pounds per square inch at 28 days.

d. Yard pavement shall be 4" thick with a float and broom finish.

e. Floors shall be 4" thick with a steel trowel finish poured of no

less than a 3000 pound concrete mix.

f. Rat proofing in basement areas shall be 3" thick and need not be

trowel finished.

3. Masonry

a. Mortar shall consist of a mixture manufactured especially for this
use and combined with proper proportions of sand and water as per

manufacturers' specifications.

b. No masonry work shall be done when the temperature of the

surrounding air is below forty degrees F.

c. All joints shall be completely filled with mortar.

d. All brick, stone or block used shall match adjacent work. All

samples shall be approved by the Owner or his Agent before starting

the work, unless the work is to be painted.

e. Soft type brick shall not be allowed.

f. Tuck pointing shall be done only after the joints have been raked

out to a minimum depth of 1/2" and wetted.
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STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
for

RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION

Section C

Carpentry

Framing lumber shall be No. 2 dimension, Douglas Fir grade, or Southern
Yellow Pine No. 2.

a. Allowable spans for floor, roof, and ceiling joists shall be as
specified in the FHA Minimum Property Specifications.

b. Bearing partition stud walls shall not be less than 2" x 4" studs
set with long dimension perpendicular to the wall.

c. Joist spacing shall be no more than 16" on center.

d. Notching and cutting of structural members shall not be made
without the approval of an authorized building official.

Sub-flooring may be plywood or common boards.

a. Plywood shall be Douglas Fir, southern pine or western softwood,
3/8" thickness where 25/32" finished flooring is to be laid,
5/8" thcikness where resilient flooring is to be laid

b. Nail plywood subfloor to joist at each joint with 6d threaded nails
spaced 6" on center and 12" on center along intermediate members.

c. Install plywood with cutter plies at right angles to joist and
staggered so that the end joints in adjacent panels line up on
different joists.

d. Common boards used as subflooring shall not exceed 8" in width nor
be less than 3/4" thick when laid on joist.

e. Nail boards with 8d common nails on 6d common nails with two nails
in 4" and 6" boards and three in 8" boards per joist.

Sheathing shall be as Specified under "Subflooring". Plywood shall be

of exterior type structural I or II.

Fiberboard sheathing shall comply with Standard Specifications D2277-73
and C208-66 72 of the ASTM. Particle board shall comply with
Commercial Standard CS 236-66.
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STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
for

RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION

Section D

Stucco, Plastering and Wallboard

a. Mortar for all applications shall consist of one part of Portland
Cement to not less than 5 parts of damp loose aggregate by volume.
Hydrate lime may be used but shall not exceed 10% by weight nor
more than 25% by volume of the cement used.

b. The temperature of the surrounding air shall not be less than 40
degrees F during the application and for at least 48 hours
thereafter.

c. Surfaces to be stuccoed shall be covered with 3.4 pounds per square
yard metal lath lapped, at end and sides a minimum of 1", and
nailed 16" o.c. vetically and 6" o.c. horizontally.

Wood surfaces are to be covered with 15 pound felt prior to
Application of the metal lath.

d. Apply in 2 or 3 coats; the final coat shall not be applied sooner
than 7 days after the preceding coat. Before applying the final
coat, the surface shall be dampened evenly to obtain uniform
suction.

(1) Apply 2 coats on masonry to a minimum thickness of 5/8".

(2) Apply 3 coats over wood surfaces to a minimum thickness of

7/8".

Plastering

a. Gypsum plaster materials shall be standard commercial brands.

b. Mix Mix and application of Gypsum Plasters shall be in accordance
with ASA No. A42.1, American Standard Specifications for Gypsum
plastering.

c. Application - Apply plaster in 3 coat or in 2 coat double up work
- minimum thickness 1/2".

d. Gypsum lath shall be applied with long dimension across supports

and with end joints staggered.

(1) Nailing - Nail with 12 or 13 gage lathing nails having
approximate 3/8" heads with nails spaced not more than 4" on

center with a minimum of 4 nails in each lath. Use 6 nails for
24" wide lath. Length of nail shall be that which will provide

at least 1" penetration in horizontal supports and 3/4
penetration into vertical supports.





A Description of Selected Cost Manuals

Thle Dodge Manual for Building Building Construction Cost Data Building Cost File Home-Tech Estimator National Repair and
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HOUSING REHABILITATION

WORK WRITE-UP

Rehabilitation Advi

Work

Item

Number

T '. "F WORK CONDITION

Set™ _. CostTrade Location, Description, Quantity Mandatory Hazard
General
Improvement

1

J

!

i

C=carpentry , W=gypsuir
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rfORK PHASE/ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
..'ant: r.

ESTIMATED COST
Per Unit/Total

ACTUAL
COST

|
CHECK OFF OR N/A

NOTES (NOT APPLICABLE)

1

A. Plans/Consultants

B. Permit Fees

-Zoning Variance

-Building Permit

-Electrical Permit.

-Plumbing Permit

-Mechan ical Form it

C. Site Preparation -Hauling -Demolition
Lot C]<-.-,; . : -: .-•

; 1 .--: i-r-nt ;il -

1

A . EXC ivatioi .:. i
--.:.-:

B. Addition In-Fill (YD)
!

C. Total Concrete for Slab, Foundation,
Walls, Retaining Walls (YD)

D. Pro- -i i : ;.--•- - : " .- t- mQs ( EA

)

E. Additional Walks-Slabs (YD)

F. Concrete Block (EA)

G. Re-Bar (Steel Reinforcing) (LB)

[lernrative Trim, etc.) ( EA

)

B. Decorative Stone (EA/LB)

C. Concrete Block (EA)

A. Foundation (* F.-.. ,.-.-.>
; : - ri-.-sure Treated)

}( 1st s r.f ' :-n -crap wood

-Girders*

-Sill Plates*

-Floor Joists

-Sub Flooring (Tongue-and-Groove,
Plywood

)

-Miscellaneous Lumber

-Sole/Top Plates

-Studs (2x4)

-Headers

-Sills (Door/Window)

-Beams

-Columns/Posts

-Ceiling/Roof Joists

-Plywood ;..- -,:), :-,;!',' Grades )

-Miscellaneous Lumber

'. Finish/Specialty

-Interior Panel i ng <

4
'

x8
' Panels)

1

-Staircases/Mouldings

-Exterior Facia

-Shelving/Screens

-Miscellaneous Finish Lumber

D. TOTAL ALL LUMBER

I





WORK PHASE/ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
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ESTIMATED COST ACTUAL
COST

1 CHECK OFF OR N/A
NOTES |(NOT APPLICABLE)

1

1

A. Arej 1 be Covered Material

B. Specialty (Caps-Hips-Valleys-End Pteces-

C. Roofing Compound 1 GAL

)

D. Gutters in! D'^n^pojt;

E. Vents (Stacks/Flues)

F. Skylights/Attic Ventilation/
Solar Collectors, etc.

G. Miscellaneous Roofing Materials

1

A. Service Box/Temporary Pole

B. Wiring/Conduit (FT)

C. Outlets Switches Fixtures (FA)

D. Ground Fault Interrupters/Breakers

E. Miscellaneous Fixtures-Appliances

A. Number of Supply Sewage - .nnect ions

B. Fixtures

-Toilets

-Shower Pan/Bathtub
1

-Water Heater

-Miscellaneous Fixtures

C. Pipe

-Supply (Hot ":old i

-Sewage

-Caulk, Miscellaneous Supplies

A. Interior Surfaces

-Waterpro t lv,U; 1 " SQ . FT.)

-Finish Walls (# SQ. FT.

)

-Ceiling Surfaces ((# SQ . FT.)

-Miscellaneous Patchinq (# SQ. FT.)

B. Exterior Surfaces

-Exterior Walls ( # SQ. FT.)

-Soffits/Odd Spaces ( * SQ . FT.)

A. interior Exterior Doors

-Number v. : .
.

i
-• :-'. *,-.. -> n Rooms

-Specialty Cabinet Doors

-Shower Doors

-Sliding Glass Doors

-Garage Doors

-Back /Front In:- ; : .it l n )
i Doors

b. Windows

-Location.- : ."^i .- i
- ::: Number

-Types (Wood/Aluminum; Casement /Awning;

-Additional Glazing

-Screens, Hardware, Accessories





WORK PHASE/ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
;.'--v;tity Per Un

[ED COST
t/Total

ACTUAL
COST

1 CHECK OFF OR N/A

[
(NOT APPLICABLE)

1U . Weatherproot ing

A. Insulation (Several Types, BATTS , ROLLS,

or SQ. FT. )

-Walls (R-ll)

-Ceilings/Roof (R-19)

-Slab/Floors

B. Weath<?rsi"r i ppi ng '_aulk tnq

-Exterior : --ir Wnvlov..-

-Joints/Corners

-Vapor Barrier in Walls
1

1

A. Floor ~
\ -:.r:i r- ' .:, ! Tvpo-SQ FT)

-Hardwood

-Linoleum/Vinyl

-Carpeting

-Other

B. Counter Tops (Room and Typo-SQ FT)

-Formica or Other Laminate

-Marlite or Cor i an for Bathrooms

-Other

... .
;

.-.-.t:-:.- < — . r- ., : :\ I
•'--.

,
['?

-Paintinq/Typo of Pain!

-Wall pi| •'-•

-Paneling

-Special Coverings

D. special Fixtures

-Kitchen Appliances

-Bathroom Accessories

-Built-in Cabinets/Shelving

-Special Ceiling Treatments

E. Exterior Finishes

-Siding

-Paint

-Trim

-Miscellaneous

A. Tool/Equipment Rental

B. Hardware

-Rough (Nails, Joist Hangers,

1

-Finish i

:
" • : - :: 1 . , ! . ni^s , etc . )

C. Land.-'-:;; ::: [ : i :'.
(:

". :ti:.;i' Lighting

D. Other Expenses

13. Sub-Total :! '-t ~..-t les- Contracted Labor)

= Sub Total (13) x .10
Contingency Factor to protect vom estima te

Cost of Workman' Com
(if any)

14. TOTAL JOB COST (Include 13, 13A, 13B, and 1 3C J





Appendix F

CHECK
NUMBER

SAMPLE PROJECT JOURNAL
RECEIPTS

ITEM (OR CREDIT)
PAYMENTS
(OR DEBIT)

6/7 D-l Payment from owner 2,000.00 2,000.00
6/8 101 Concrete block 245.78 1,754.22
6/11 102 Shoring lumber 163.89 1,590.33
6/13 103 Sand, brick, mortar 89.51 1,500.82
6/14 104 Concrete 261.92 1,238.90
6/15 105 Labor wages 146.98 1,091.92
6/15 106 Labor wages 167.54 924.38
6/15 107 Withholding tax escrow 75.12 849.26
6/15 108 Subcontract labor-masonry 400.00 449.26
6/18 109 Framing lumber 126.78 322.48
6/20 D-2 Payment from owner 1,677.52 2,000.00
6/21 110 Lumber, hardware 63.38 1,936.62
6/22 111 Labor wages 157.61 1,779.01
6/22 112 Labor wages 179.54 1,599.47
6/22 113 Withholding tax excrow 87.19 1,512.28
6/25 114 Lumber 54.79 1,457.49
6/25 115 Paint 116.79 1,340.70
6/28 116 Flashing 23.92 1,316.78
6/28 117 Custom millwork 165.78 1,151.00
6/29 118 Labor wages 147.32 1.003.68
6/29 119 Labor wages 163.89 839.79
6/29 120 Withholding tax escrow 72.19 767.60
6/29 121 Subcontract labor-painting 475.00 292.60
6/29 122 Subcontract labor-roofing 100.00 192.60
6/29 123 Petty cash reimbursement 15.79 176.81
6/30 D-3 Final payment from owner 573.19 750.00

TOTALS 4,250.71 3,500.71 750.00

This job i: ; based upon a cost plus $750 contract, whe re the contractor employs two workers, and subcontracts some
services.

The overall cost of the job is $4,250.7 1 — The overall construction cost is $3,500.71- The profit to the contractor is

$750.00

Appendix G

SAMPLE PROJECT LEDGER
Finish Misc. Sub-

Check Masonry Lumber Material Labor Material contracts
Date Number Item Acct. A Acct. B Acct. C Acct. D Acct. E ject. F Receipts

6/7
6/8
6/11
6/13
6/14
6/15
6/15
6/15
6/15
6/18
6/20
6/21
6/22
6/22
6/22
6/25
6/25
6/28
6/28
6/29
6/29
6/29
6/29
6/29
6/29
6/30

D-l
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
D-2
110
111
112
113

119
120
121
122
123
D-3

Payment from owner
Concrete block
Shoring lumber
Sand, brick, mortar
Concrete
Labor wages
Labor wages
Withholding tax escrow
Subcontract labor-masonry
Framing lumber
Payment from owner
Lumber, hardware
Labor wages
Labor wages
Withholding tax escrow
Lumber
Paint

Flashing

Custom Millwork
Labor wages
Labor wages
Withholding tax escrow
Subcontract labor-painting

Subcontract labor-roofing
Petty Cash reimbursement
Final payment from owner

TOTALS

89.51
261.92

116.79

165.78

146.98
167.54
75.12

157.61
179.54
87.19

147.32
163.89
72.19

475.00
100.00

597.21 408.84 282.57 39.71

A-masonry $597.21 — B-lumber $408.84
$39.71 — F-subcontract labor $975.00

C-finish materials $282.57 — D-labor $1,197.38 — E-misc. material





Appendix H
Tools required: hammer, ice pick, flash light, coveralls, camera with flash.

The hammer and ice pick are used to detect rotten wood. Rap the

wooden framing members with the hammer. Good wood rings and bad

wood makes a thudding sound. Use the ice pick to probe, it will penetrate

bad wood easily.

Inspection Checklist

1

.

Inspection Identification

1.1 Date

1.2 Inspector

1 .3 Number of this visit

1 .4 Climatic condition

1.5 Photographs

1.6 Sketches

2. Building Identification

2.1 Name of building

2.2 Address

2.3 Building type

2.4 Owner
2.5 Architects

2.6 Contractor

2.7 Consultants

a) Structural

b) Mechanical

c) Electrical

2.8 Construction dates

2.9 Additions or alternations

3. Building Description

3.1 Size and shape

a) Height above grade

b) Depth below grade

c) Additions

d) Number of stories

e) Architectural style

4. Inspection of building site

4.1 Foilage

4.2 Drainage

4.3 Topography
4.4 Soil

4.5 Job set-up

4.6 Public safety

5. Inspection of foundation

5.1 Type
5.2 Material

5.3 Settlement

5.4 Ventilation

5.5 Water beams

6. Framing

6.1 Sills

6.2 Floor system

a) Joists

b) Girders

c) Posts

d) Stairs

6.3 Studs

a) Bottom plate

b) Studs

c) Top plate

6.4 Ceilings

6.5 Roof framing

7. Inspection of exterior finish

7.1 Siding

7.2 Cornice

7.3 Roofing material

7.4 Flashing

7.5 Gutters and downspouts

7.6 Doors

7.7 Windows
7.8 Paint

8. Inspection of interior finish

8.1 Floors

8.2 Walls and ceilings

8.3 Trim

8.4 Doors

8.5 Windows
8.6 Built-in work
8.7 Appliances

9. Inspection of electrical system

9.1 Service entrance

9.2 Wire runs

9.3 Light fixtures

9.4 Light switches

9.5 Wall outlets

10. Inspection of plumbing

10.1 Service shut off

10.2 Well

10.3 Septic tank

10.4 Faucets

10.5 Sinks

10.6 Traps

10.7 Pipes

10.8 Showers, tubs

10.9 Toilets

1 1

.

Inspection of heating and cooling systems

11.1 Furnace

11.2 heat ducts

1 1.3 Heat pipes

11.4 Insulation

1 1 .5 Attic ventilation

1 1 .6 Chimney
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